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MOTIVIC EULER PRODUCTS IN MOTIVIC STATISTICS
MARGARET BILU AND SEAN HOWE
Abstract. We formulate and prove an analog of Poonen’s finite-field Bertini
theorem with Taylor conditions that holds in the Grothendieck ring of va-
rieties. This gives a broad generalization of the work of Vakil-Wood, who
treated the case of smooth hypersurface sections. In fact, our techniques give
analogs in motivic statistics of all known results in arithmetic statistics that
have been proven using Poonen’s sieve, including work of Bucur-Kedlaya on
complete intersections and Erman-Wood on semi-ample Bertini theorems. A
key ingredient is the use of motivic Euler products, as introduced by the first
author, to write down candidate motivic probabilities. We also formulate a
conjecture on the uniform convergence of zeta functions that unifies motivic
and arithmetic statistics for varieties over finite fields.
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1. Introduction
We begin by providing some context and motivation for our results. Readers
interested in seeing the statement of our main theorem first may wish to skip
immediately to section 1.2.
1.1. Motivation.
1.1.1. Arithmetic statistics. The field of arithmetic statistics is concerned with the
study of counting problems in arithmetic geometry through a statistical lens. A
simple but fundamental example of a problem in arithmetic statistics is the follow-
ing: what is the probability that a randomly chosen positive integer is square-free?
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This question can be made precise by considering the probability for integers up
to a fixed N , and then taking the limit as N Ñ 8. There is a simple heuristic
which provides a candidate answer: an integer m is squarefree if and only if, for
every prime number p, p2 does not divide m. When N is large relative to p, the
proportion of positive integers ă N that are divisible by p2 is approximately 1{p2.
If we assume these conditions are independent at different primes, we obtain the
candidate probability ź
p prime
p1´ 1{p2q “ ζp2q´1
where here ζ denotes the Riemann zeta function. By controlling the error terms,
this heuristic can be made precise, and the asymptotic probability that a random
positive integer is squarefree is indeed ζp2q´1.
1.1.2. Poonen’s Bertini theorem. Arguing through a similar heuristic, Poonen [18]
proved the following analog for varieties over a finite field Fq:
Theorem (Poonen). Let X Ă Pn
Fq
be a smooth projective variety. The probabil-
ity that a random hypersurface of degree d intersects X transversely approaches
ζXpdimX ` 1q
´1 as dÑ8, where ζX is the Hasse-Weil zeta function of X.
Remark 1.1.3. If the variety X in Poonen’s theorem is a curve, then a hypersur-
face intersects X transversely if its defining equation has only simple zeroes when
restricted toX . By analogy, if we think of the prime numbers as being the points on
a curve and the integers as giving functions on the prime numbers (i.e. we consider
the arithmetic curve Spec Z), then the statement that an integer is squarefree can
be thought of as saying that it has only simple zeroes on the set of primes.
The special value of the zeta function in Poonen’s theorem arises through a
similar heuristic: to say a hypersurface intersects X transversely is a condition
that can be checked point by point in X , and at each point transversality is a
simple condition on the first order Taylor expansion of a defining equation for the
hypersurface. The zeta function arises when we take the product of these local
contributions under the assumption that they are independent. Controlling the
error term in order to verify the heuristic, however, is considerably more difficult
in this case; Poonen accomplishes it via a careful sieving argument.
1.1.4. Poonen’s sieve in arithmetic statistics. Instead of considering transverse in-
tersections, one could also consider more general conditions on Taylor series: for
example, imposing singularities of a prescribed type, or different values at certain
points (or, returning to our original example of the integers, one could change the
local conditions by instead considering, e.g., cube-free integers, or squarefree inte-
gers in a fixed residue class mod 7). The candidate probability is still given by an
infinite Euler product of the local densities, however, this product cannot, in gen-
eral, be related to a special value of a zeta function. Nonetheless, Poonen’s sieving
technique is flexible enough to show that for a very general class of conditions on
the Taylor series, the asymptotic probability that a hypersurface section satisfies
them is given by the Euler product predicted by the heuristic.
In this generality, Poonen’s sieve has proven to be a versatile tool in arithmetic
statistics, and has led to a variety of other results in the field (cf. e.g. [4,9,13,15,16]).
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1.1.5. From counting points to topology. The space of hypersurfaces of degree d
intersecting X transversely has the structure of an algebraic variety over Fq, and
Poonen’s result is a statement about the number of points on that variety. By the
Grothendieck-Lefschetz fixed point formula, the number of points on an algebraic
variety over Fq can be computed from the cohomology of that variety. Thus, Poo-
nen’s result can be thought of as describing an asymptotic (as dÑ8) topological
property of this sequence of varieties.
It is then natural to ask, if we work instead over the complex numbers and
consider a smooth projective variety X{C, can we make any useful asymptotic
statements about the topology of the complex manifold parameterizing degree d
hypersurfaces that intersect X transversely? This question was studied by Vakil-
Wood [22], who showed the answer is yes, launching the field of motivic statistics.
1.1.6. The Grothendieck ring of varieties. Vakil and Wood work in K0pVar{Cq, the
Grothendieck ring of complex algebraic varieties1. Additively, this is the free abelian
group on generators rY s for Y {C an isomorphism class of variety, modulo the rela-
tions rY s “ rU s`rZs whenever Z is a closed subvariety of Y with open complement
U . The multiplication is induced by Cartesian product: rXsrY s “ rX ˆ Y s.
The main result of Vakil-Wood is a statistical statement in this ring. In order
to compare probabilities along a sequence of varieties of increasing dimension, it
will be necessary to renormalize (just as in Poonen’s theorem, where, rather than
speaking of the number of transverse hypersurface sections, we instead speak of the
probability that a hypersurface section is transverse). To accomplish this renor-
malization, we must invert the class L :“ rA1s to obtain the ring
MC “ K0pVar{CqrL
´1s.
Furthermore, to make an asymptotic statement it is necessary to take a limit, so we
also complete MC with respect to the dimension topology, where classes of “very
negative dimension”, are considered to be small. We write xMC for this completion.
The class of a variety Y {C in xMC encodes important information about the
topology of the complex manifold Y pCq. For example, when Y is smooth and
projective, all of the rational cohomology groups of Y , with their Hodge structures,
can be recovered from the class rY s P xMC.
Remark 1.1.7. Results in K0pVar{Cq and its variants are often described with
the adjective motivic. This is after Grothendieck’s idea of motives as a universal
cohomology theory for algebraic varieties. The Grothendieck ring does not provide
a universal cohomology theory, however, the assignment Y ÞÑ rY s can be thought
of as the universal compactly supported Euler characteristic.
1.1.8. Vakil-Wood’s motivic Bertini theorem. Given X Ă Pn
C
a smooth projective
variety, Vakil and Wood study the motivic probability that a random degree d
hypersurface is transverse to X . Concretely, let Vd be the space of homogeneous
polynomials of degree d in n` 1 variables, and let Ud Ă Vd be the open subvariety
of polynomials corresponding to hypersurfaces in Pn intersecting X transversely.
Note that for Nd :“
`
d`n
n
˘
, Vd – A
Nd , so that we can form the quotient
rUds
rVds
“
rUds
LNd
P xMC.
1In fact, they work over an arbitrary base field K. However, there is a gap in their proof in
positive characteristic, which we will address below.
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This quotient is the motivic probability that a random degree d hypersurface inter-
sects X transversely; note that if we were working over a finite field, then replacing
the class in the Grothendieck ring with the number of points in this formula would
recover the genuine probability appearing in Poonen’s theorem.
In order to formulate a motivic analog of Poonen’s theorem, one must also give
a natural motivic expression for the zeta value. For this, recall the following well-
known fact: if X{Fq is a variety, then we can compute the power series expansion
for the zeta function2
ZXptq :“
ź
xP|X|
1
1´ tdegx
“ 1`#XpFqqt`#Sym
2XpFqqt
2 `#Sym3XpFqqt
3 ` . . .
where for every n ě 1, SymnX is the n-th symmetric power of X . Although there
is no obvious way to make sense of the Euler product defining ZXptq when X{C,
the power series has a natural motivic analog: for X{C a quasi-projective variety,
we define the Kapranov zeta function by
Z
Kap
X ptq “ 1` rXst` rSym
2Xst2 ` rSym3Xst3 ` . . . P 1` tK0pVar{Cqrrtss.
We can now state one of the main results of [22]:
Theorem 1.1.9 (Vakil-Wood). Let X Ă Pn
C
be a smooth projective variety. The
motivic probability that a random hypersurface of degree d intersects X transversely
is asymptotically equal to 1{ZKapX
`
L´pdimX`1q
˘
in xMC.
Concretely, in the notation used above, Theorem 1.1.9 says that
lim
dÑ8
rUds
rVds
“
´
Z
Kap
X
´
L
´pdimX`1q
¯¯´1
.
1.1.10. Motivic statistics. While Poonen’s Bertini theorem paved the way for many
further applications to arithmetic statistics, the applications of Vakil-Wood’s method
have so far been much more limited. Indeed, it has been extended in essentially
only two ways:
(1) In [22], Vakil-Wood also compute the asymptotic motivic probability that
a hypersurface has exactly m points of non-transverse intersection with X .
(2) In [16], the second author computes the motivic statistics of the universal
family of transverse hypersurface sections of X . The results can be sum-
marized by saying that the universal family is a motivic binomial random
variable with parameters
N “ rXs, p “
LdimX ´ 1
LdimX`1 ´ 1
,
a statement that is made precise using moment generating functions.
In hindsight, the common theme of these two generalizations is that the relevant
conditions on the Taylor series differ at only a finite set of points from the condition
of being smooth (though that finite set of points is allowed to vary, so that we can
“add up” probabilities across different configurations). In particular, the relevant
probabilities in the arithmetic analogs are given by taking a special value of a zeta
function multiplied by a polynomial, so that they have natural motivic analogs given
by multiplying the Kapranov zeta function by a polynomial (and also “adding up”
over the varying sets of points, which is more complicated in the motivic setting
2The zeta function ζX appearing earlier is related by the change of variables ζXpsq “ ZXpq
´sq.
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where we must integrate over a configuration space rather than a finite set of
configurations).
1.1.11. Motivic Euler products and motivic statistics. One of the main obstruc-
tions to extending Vakil-Wood’s work to give motivic analogs of other results in
arithmetic statistics is the lack of candidate motivic probabilities when the Euler
product on the arithmetic side cannot be directly related to a zeta function.
In this work, we remove that obstruction by using the theory of motivic Euler
products developed by the first author in her work on motivic height zeta func-
tions [1, 2]. Combining this theory with a careful formalization of the motivic
inclusion-exclusion method introduced by Vakil-Wood and some insights ported
from probability theory using motivic random variables, we are able to prove mo-
tivic Bertini theorems that allow for very general Taylor conditions (cf. Theorems
A and B below).
As applications, we obtain motivic analogs of essentially all known results in
arithmetic statistics that have been proven using Poonen’s sieve. Moreover, this
proliferation of results in motivic statistics complementing the corresponding results
in arithmetic statistics leads us to a conjecture on the analytic convergence of zeta
functions that unifies motivic and arithmetic statistics over finite fields.
Remark 1.1.12. In the second author’s work [16] on the motivic statistics of the
universal transverse hypersurface section, motivic Euler products already play a
key role in the proof of the main theorem. However, they appear only in an ad
hoc role, and the proof given in [16] is divorced from any conceptual understanding
of the result. The approach of the present work offers a substantial conceptual
improvement, and in a sequel [3] we will use these insights to clarify and expand
the theory of motivic random variables introduced in [15, 16].
1.1.13. Significance. Our work shows that the study of motivic statistics is not
merely a curiosity existing in a few special cases, but rather a subject of breadth
comparable to that of arithmetic statistics and worthy of study in its own right.
We provide strong tools to carry out that study, and examples indicating how they
can be used. These tools have already been applied in exciting new ways that we
did not predict: for example, in his thesis, Ljungberg [10] uses our results to prove
some cases of the motivic Tamagawa number conjecture. Finally, our conjecture
relating motivic and arithmetic statistics provides a concrete path towards a deeper
unity of these two subjects which so far have only been related by analogy.
1.2. Results.
1.2.1. Poonen’s Bertini theorem with Taylor conditions. Let X Ă Pn
Fq
be a subvari-
ety. As explained in the previous section, the condition that a hypersurface in Pn
Fq
intersects X transversely can be described by prescribing the allowable first-order
Taylor expansions for a defining equation at each point. It is thus natural to instead
consider an arbitrary set of allowable Taylor expansions at each point of Pn
Fq
, and
then ask for the probability that a hypersurface (or rather its defining equation)
has an allowable Taylor expansion at every point.
In this more general setup, one can still compute a candidate probability as an
infinite product of the local densities, and the general version of Poonen’s Bertini
theorem [18, Theorem 1.2] says that, under some reasonable assumptions about the
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set of allowable Taylor expansions (for example, the infinite product should con-
verge!), the asymptotic probability that a hypersurface of degree d has an allowable
Taylor expansion at each point of Pn
Fq
is indeed equal to this candidate probability.
Our main result is a motivic analog of this more general theorem. To state it,
we first introduce some notation.
1.2.2. Taylor conditions. Let Vd :“ ΓpP
n,Opdqq be the space of degree d homoge-
neous polynomials in n`1 variables. Let Prd{P
n
C
be the vector bundle of r-principal
parts of Opdq: at a point x P PnpCq, the fiber Prd |x is canonically identified with the
the set Opdqx{m
r`1
x of r-infinitesimal expansions of sections of Opdq. Restriction of
global sections to infinitesimal neighborhoods induces a natural Taylor expansion
map of vector bundles over Pn,
Taylorr : Vd ˆ P
n Ñ Prd .
Definition 1.2.3. An (r-infinitesimal) Taylor condition (on Opdq) is a constructible
subset T Ă Prd .
Given a Taylor condition T , we define the subset V T´everywhered Ă Vd of equations
satisfying T everywhere by
V
T´everywhere
d :“ tF P VdpCq | @x P P
npCq, TaylorrpF, xq P T u.
An elementary argument with Chevalley’s theorem shows that V T´everywhered is a
constructible subset of Vd. In particular, it has a well-defined class
rV T´everywhered s P K0pVar{Cq.
Thus it makes sense to compute the motivic probability that an element of Vd
satisifies T at every point as
rV T´everywhered s
rVds
PMC.
1.2.4. Motivic Euler products. If we fix an x P PnpCq, it is easy to see that the
motivic probability that F P Vd satisfies T at x is given by
rT sx
rPrdsx
ˆ
“
rT |xs
rPrd |xs
˙
.
However, there is no obvious way in which to form the uncountable product
“
ź
xPPnpCq
rT sx
rPrdsx
.”
We overcome this difficulty by using the theory of motivic Euler products, as
introduced by the first author [1, 2]. Briefly, for X{C a variety and taiuiPZě1
a set of classes in the relative Grothendieck ring K0pVar{Xq (or its localization
MX :“ K0pVar{XqrL
´1s), motivic Euler products give a systematic way to make
sense of the expression ź
xPX
`
1` pa1qxt` pa2qxt
2 ` . . .
˘
as an element of 1 ` tK0pVar{Cqrrtss in a way that behaves consistently with the
notation – in other words, one can make most of the formal manipulations one
would expect for products.
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Definition 1.2.5. A Taylor condition T is M -admissible if there is a finite subset
S Ă PnpCq with |S| ďM such that
T |PnzS
has codimension at least n` 1 in Prd |PnzS . A Taylor condition T is admissible if it
is M -admissible for some M ě 0.
The importance of this notion is justified by
Lemma 1.2.6. If T is an admissible Taylor condition, then the motivic Euler
product
(1.2.6.1)
ź
xPPn
ˆ
1´
rT sx
rPrdsx
t
˙
converges at t “ 1 in xMC.
In particular, suppose T is a Taylor condition such that the complementary con-
dition T c :“ Pd,szT is admissible. We then make the nonsense formal manipulationź
xPPn
ˆ
1´
rT csx
rPrdsx
t
˙ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
t“1
“ “
ź
xPPn
ˆ
1´
rT csx
rPrdsx
˙
”
“ “
ź
xPPn
ˆ
1´
rPrdsx ´ rT sx
rPrdsx
˙
”
“ “
ź
xPPn
rT sx
rPrdsx
.”
Here the quotation marks are placed to indicate that there is no actual mathematical
sense to the manipulations because the infinite products without a variable have
no meaning in this context. Nonetheless, these naive manipulations combined with
Lemma 1.2.6 suggest that, for T a Taylor condition with admissible complement,ź
xPPn
ˆ
1´
rT csx
rPrdsx
t
˙ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
t“1
can be thought of as the product of the local densities rT sxrPr
d
sx
over all points x P Pn.
1.2.7. A motivic Bertini theorem with Taylor conditions. We can now state our
motivic analog of Poonen’s finite field Bertini theorem with Taylor conditions. Be-
cause there is no canonical way to identify Taylor conditions on Opdq for varying d,
we state our theorem using asymptotic “big O” notation rather than a limit.
Theorem A. Fix r, n, and M . Then, as T ranges over all r-infinitesimal Taylor
conditions with M -admissible complement on the line bundles Opdq on Pn,
rV T´everywhered s
rVds
“
ź
xPPn
ˆ
1´
rT csx
rPrdsx
t
˙ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
t“1
`O
´
L
´ d
r`1
¯
in xMC.
Concretely, this means that there is some N such that for any d and any r-
infinitesimal Taylor condition T on Opdq with M -admissible complement,
rV T´everywhered s
rVds
”
ź
xPPn
ˆ
1´
rT csx
rPrdsx
t
˙ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
t“1
mod FilN´t d
r`1 u
,
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where Filk denotes the subgroup of xMC of elements of dimension ď k.
Remark 1.2.8. In fact, here one can take N “M .
Example 1.2.9. Fix a finite set of locally closed smooth subvarieties Xi Ă P
n and
a finite S Ă PnpCq. Then, if T is a Taylor condition such that for all x in PnpCqzS,
Tx contains the Taylor expansions that are transverse to each of the Xi at x, then
T c is |S|-admissible. Thus, our theorem applies to the natural analogs of the Taylor
conditions considered by Poonen in [18, Theorem 1.2], except that we only work at
a fixed finite level of the Taylor expansion and require that T be constructible. The
condition of constructibility cannot be weakened in our setup, however, one could
likely remove the finite level condition by passing to an inverse limit. However,
as all of the applications we have in mind can be described at a finite level of the
Taylor expansion, we leave such a generalization to the motivated reader.
1.2.10. Generalization. For applications, one often needs a much more general
statement: for example, to prove a semi-ample Bertini theorem analogous to the
finite field result of [9], one needs to handle sections of coherent sheaves. To “add
up” over conditions, e.g. for applications to motivic random variables as in [16]
or in reproving Vakil-Wood’s result on hypersurface sections singular at exactly m
points, one must allow an arbitrary base variety S. To compare directly with point
counting results one must allow for varieties over a field of characteristic p.
To these ends, we prove a more general version of Theorem A where
(1) Pn is replaced with an arbitrary projective variety X over an arbitrary base
variety S over an arbitrary field K.
(2) Opdq is replaced with Fpdq :“ F b Ld where F is a coherent sheaf on X
and L is a relatively ample line bundle on X{S.
(3) The Grothendieck ring is replaced with a better behaved quotient in charac-
teristic p (note that this is already necessary even for Vakil-Wood’s result:
although the results of [22] are claimed over any field, there is a gap in the
proof in positive characteristic – cf. Remark 7.3.2 below for more details).
It is not a priori clear how one should formulate such a generalization, because a
coherent sheaf is not in general represented by a variety. To overcome this difficulty,
we first introduce a formalism that attaches to a coherent sheaf A on a variety Y a
geometric realization VpAq{Y , which is a disjoint union of geometric vector bundles
over a stratification of Y .
This geometric realization gives a functor from coherent sheaves on Y to the lo-
calization of the category of varieties over Y along piecewise isomorphisms Y 1 Ñ Y .
It turns out that this localization is a reasonable category for us to work in: it pre-
serves the notion of constructible sets, points, etc., and passage to the Grothendieck
ring of varieties over Y factors through the localization functor.
Letting Pr{SF denote the sheaf of r-principal parts (i.e. r-infinitesimal expan-
sions) of F , we obtain a well-defined notion of an r-infinitesimal Taylor condition
on F as a constructible subset of VpPr{SFq. We are also able to formulate a good
notion of admissibility in this context (Definition 9.2.6). Moreover, denoting by
f : X Ñ S the structural morphism, the space Vpf˚Fpdqq, a variety over S, is a
reasonable space of global sections, and the setup is sufficiently robust so that a
simple argument with Chevalley’s theorem still implies that the subset
Vpf˚Fpdqq
T´everywhere Ă Vpf˚Fpdqq
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of sections satisfying the Taylor condition T everywhere is constructible. We obtain
Theorem B. Fix f : X Ñ S, a map of varieties over a field K, F a coherent sheaf
on X, L a relatively ample line bundle on X, and r,M ě 0. Then, there is an ǫ ą 0
such that as T ranges over all r-infinitesimal Taylor conditions on Fpdq “ F b Ld
with M -admissible complement,
rV pf˚Fpdqq
T´everywheres
rVpf˚Fpdqqs
“
ź
xPX{S
˜
1´
rT csx
rVpPr{SFqsx
¸ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
t“1
`OpL´ǫdq in
yĄMX .
When K is of characteristic zero, the Grothendieck ring
yĄMX appearing in Theo-
rem B is equal to xMX , the completion ofMX “ K0pVar{XqrL´1s for the dimension
filtration. In positive characteristic, it is a modification obtained by first taking the
quotient rK0pVar{Xq of K0pVar{Xq by radicial surjective maps before inverting L
and completing.
Remark 1.2.11. If LA is very ample on each fiber, then one can take ǫ “ 1
Apr`1q in
Theorem B. If FpDq is globally generated then one can also obtain an explicit bound
on the constant appearing in the big O notation in terms of D as in Remark 1.2.8.
Remark 1.2.12. The main ingredient in the proof of Theorem B, Theorem 9.3.1,
can also be applied to more general spaces of global sections; this allows us to treat,
e.g., motivic probability problems over varieties that are not proper.
1.2.13. Applications. In section 10, we give the following applications of Theo-
rems A, B, and 9.3.1:
(1) We compute the asymptotic motivic probability that a hypersurface section
of a smooth projective variety has exactly m singular points. This result
is due to Vakil-Wood [22], but our approach significantly clarifies the argu-
ment, bringing it much closer to the simple proof of the arithmetic analog,
due to Gunther [13], via Poonen’s Bertini theorem with Taylor conditions.
(2) We compute the asymptotic motivic probability that a complete intersec-
tion in Pn is smooth, giving a motivic analog of the arithmetic result of
Bucur-Kedlaya [4]. In this case, numerical computations of Bucur-Kedlaya
suggest that the probability in the arithmetic case cannot be expressed
using special values of zeta functions, so that a motivic analog seemed in-
accessible before our work.
(3) We compute the asymptotic motivic probability that a surface containing a
fixed curve in P3 is smooth, giving a motivic analog of the arithmetic result
of Gunther [13].
(4) We compute the asymptotic motivic probability that a map from a direct
sum of line bundles to a fixed vector bundle on a curve is a surjection. This
computation plays an important role in work of Ljungberg [10] proving
cases of the motivic Tamagawa number conjecture.
(5) We prove a motivic semi-ample Bertini theorem, giving a motivic analog of
the arithmetic result of [9].
Our results can be used to prove more general versions of (1)-(4), but in the interest
of clarity we have preferred to focus on concrete examples.
Theorem B can also be used to give a new proof of the main result on motivic
random variables in [16]; this will be carried out in [3], where we also clarify and
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expand the theory of motivic random variables developed by the second author
in [15, 16]. Similar to our new proof of Vakil-Wood’s theorem on hypersurface
sections with exactly m singular points, this new proof is much closer to the simple
argument for the arithmetic analog [16, Theorem C] given by adding up applications
of Poonen’s Bertini theorem with Taylor conditions. We will also use Theorem B
in [3] to give new examples of interesting motivic random variables.
1.3. Questions. Our work leads to some natural questions:
(1) After making a suitable modification to the Grothendieck ring (as in Theo-
rem B), Theorem A also holds over a finite field Fq. Thus, over Fq we have
two stabilization theorems: Poonen’s arithmetic theorem for point-counts
and our motivic theorem in the Grothendieck ring. Neither theorem im-
plies the other, however, it is natural to ask if there is a stronger result that
implies both. In Section 11 below, we formulate a conjecture about the
analytic convergence of a sequence of zeta functions that would accomplish
this unification (in the interest of brevity, we state the conjecture only in
the case of smooth hypersurface sections, but it can be generalized).
(2) Can one prove an arithmetic analog of Theorem B (even over S “ SpecFq)?
It seems likely to the authors that the answer is yes, and doing so could
clarify the literature by neatly packaging arguments involving Poonen’s
sieve, which are often implemented ad hoc.
(3) As indicated in Example 1.2.9, it should be possible to replace the finite
level Taylor conditions in Theorem A by working carefully with the inverse
limit of the bundles of principal parts at finite level. Are there interesting
questions to ask in motivic statistics that require this level of generality?
Is the formalism used for studying motivic integration on arc-schemes suf-
ficient to carry out such a generalization, or will new tools be needed? A
precise formulation could be interesting, even without applications in mind.
1.4. Outline. In section 2 we introduce our notation for Grothendieck rings, along
with some convenient intermediary localizations of the category of varieties that
can be used to facilitate arguments involving repeated passage to stratifications or
computations with geometric points.
In section 3, we summarize the basic properties and notation we will need for
dealing with configuration spaces. We note that this work makes extensive use of
labeled configuration spaces, and thus our notation needs to accommodate these
concisely and without confusion – this leads us to some non-standard choices.
In section 4 we construct our geometric realization functor for coherent sheaves
and establish some basic structural results for its image.
In section 5 we recall and extend some basic results on sheaves of principal parts
and Taylor expansion maps for coherent sheaves; in particular, we explain how Tay-
lor expansion maps interact with configuration spaces and geometric realizations.
In section 6 we summarize the construction of and basic results on motivic Euler
products following [2], and provide some complements that will be necessary in the
present work.
In section 7 we formalize and carefully explain the motivic inclusion-exclusion
principle first introduced in a special case by Vakil-Wood [22]. We give two proofs
of the principle; one following [22], and the other using motivic Euler products.
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In section 8 we develop some basic results in motivic probability theory for
studying m-wise (e.g. pairwise, triplewise, . . . ) independent events – this is the key
conceptual input from probability theory used in the proof of Theorems A and B.
In section 9 we prove our main theorems. To do so, we first give a general
formalism for motivic probability problems defined by maps of coherent sheaves,
and prove an approximation result (Theorem 9.2.1) for these problems when the
defining condition has admissible complement and the sheaf of global sections is
sufficiently generating. We then apply this result to Taylor expansion maps to
obtain Theorems 9.3.1, A, and B.
In section 10 we give specific applications to motivic statistics, and in section 11
we explain our conjecture on the analytic convergence of zeta functions unifying
motivic and arithmetic statistics.
1.5. Acknowledgements. We thank Antoine Chambert-Loir, Ronno Das, Benson
Farb, Ben Fayyazuddin Ljungberg, Javier Fresa´n, Aaron Landesman, Daniel Litt
and Ravi Vakil for helpful conversations.
The second author was supported during the preparation of this work by the
National Science Foundation under Award No. DMS-1704005 and by the National
Science Foundation under Grant No. DMS-1440140 while in residence at the Math-
ematical Sciences Research Institute in Berkeley, California during Spring 2019.
2. The Grothendieck ring of varieties
A variety over a field K is a reduced, separated K-scheme of finite type (we do
not require that it be irreducible or connected). We denote by Var{K the category
of varieties over K, and if S is a variety over K, we denote by Var{S the slice
category of varieties over S, whose objects are morphisms X Ñ S in Var{K.
The Grothendieck ring of varieties over S, K0pVar{Sq, is defined at the level of
groups as the free abelian group on the isomorphism classes rX{Ss of X{S P Var{S,
modulo the relations
rX{Ss “ rZ{Ss ` rpXzZq {Ss
whenever Z Ă X is a closed subvariety. The ring multiplication is induced by
rX1s ¨ rX2s “ rpX1 ˆS X2qreds.
Given an object X{S P Var{S, it follows that if X “
Ů
Xi is a decomposition
of X into locally closed subvarieties (here the disjoint union is of sets), then
rX{Ss “
ÿ
rXi{Ss P K0pVar{Sq.
In particular, in making arguments in the Grothendieck ring, one is often free to pass
to an arbitrary decomposition. However, some arguments may involve several steps
of passing to finer and finer decompositions while still working with actual varieties
before finally passing to the Grothendieck ring where the different decompositions
become equivalent. To make this kind of argument cleanly and carefully, it is thus
preferable to introduce an intermediate step between Var{S and K0pVar{Sq.
This can be accomplished by localizing the category Var{S at piecewise isomor-
phisms to obtain a new category pVar{SqPW, such that the natural localization
functor induces an isomorphism
K0pVar{Sq “ K0ppVar{SqPWq.
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Remark 2.0.1. As we will see below, the definition of K0ppVar{SqPWq is simpler
than that of K0pVar{Sq: one only needs to quotient by relations coming from
disjoint unions in pVar{SqPW.
If K is of characteristic zero, then f : X Ñ Y is a piecewise isomorphism if
and only if f induces a bijection on L-points for any algebraically closed L{K.
If f satisfies the latter property, we also say it is radicial surjective, so that in
characteristic zero being a piecewise isomorphism is equivalent to being radicial
surjective. In characteristic p, however, being radicial surjective is weaker than
being a piecewise isomorphism – for example, the Frobenius map x ÞÑ x2 from
A1
F2
Ñ A1
F2
is radicial surjective but not a piecewise isomorphism.
It turns out that in characteristic p, in order to obtain a Grothendieck ring that is
well-behaved for our purposes, it will be preferable to instead localize at all radicial
surjective morphisms to obtain the category pVar{SqRS. We will writerK0pVar{Sq :“ K0ppVar{SqRSq.
In characteristic zero, rK0pVar{Sq “ K0pVar{Sq, and in general the kernel of the
natural mapK0pVar{Sq Ñ rK0pVar{Sq is generated by the relations rX{Ss “ rX 1{Ss
whenever there is a radicial surjective map f : X{S Ñ X 1{S in Var{S. In this guise,rK0pVar{Sq was introduced by Mustata [17] and also studied by Chambert-Loir-
Nicaise-Sebag [5], who gave an equivalent formulation (cf. Remark 2.5.2 below).
Remark 2.0.2. Roughly speaking, the reason we must localize at radicial surjective
morphisms is that it allows us to make combinatorial arguments with configuration
spaces using only their geometric points, which are easily understood. This is a
subtle but serious point – for example, there is a gap in the proof of [22, Theorem
1.13] whenK is of characteristic p, because the motivic inclusion-exclusion principle
can fail in K0pVarq in the presence of inseparable extensions of residue fields –
specifically, equation (3.1) of [22] is not obviously valid. The gap is removed by
passing to the quotient rK0pVar{Sq; cf. section 7 below for more details on this
point and the failure of motivic inclusion-exclusion in characteristic p.
In the remainder of the section, we will carefully define pVar{SqPW and pVar{SqRS
and study their Grothendieck rings; we point out here that the family of morphisms
being inverted is well-behaved in both cases, so that morphisms in the localized
category are given by spans. We also introduce a third variant, pVar{SqS´PW,
where we localize only at piecewise isomorphisms induced by decompositions of S.
This is useful for studying the classes in Grothendieck rings defined by constructible
subsets, and will also be used in Section 4 below when we define a functor V
from coherent sheaves on a variety S to pVar{SqS´PW generalizing the construction
attaching the representing geometric vector bundle to a locally free sheaf.
2.1. Piecewise isomorphisms and radicial surjective morphisms.
Definition 2.1.1. A morphism f : X Ñ Y of varieties over K is
(1) a piecewise isomorphism if there exist decompositions X “
Ů
Xi and Y “Ů
Yi into locally closed subvarieties such that f induces an isomorphism
between Xi and Yi for each i.
(2) radicial surjective if for every algebraically closed field L{K, the induced
map f : XpLq Ñ Y pLq is a bijection.
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Remark 2.1.2. In (2), if we replace “bijection” by “injection”, we get the notion
of radicial morphism. A morphism f : X Ñ Y is radicial surjective (in the sense of
definition 2.1.1) if and only if it is both radicial and surjective.
Proposition 2.1.3.
(1) A piecewise isomorphism is radicial surjective. If charK “ 0, a radicial
surjective morphism is a piecewise isomorphism.
(2) A morphism f : X Ñ Y is radicial surjective if and only if it is bijective
and for any x P X, the extension of residue fields κpxq{κpfpxqq is purely
inseparable.
Proof. (1) The first statement is clear. For the second statement, see [5, Chap-
ter 2, Proposition 1.4.11].
(2) Use [20, Tag 01S2], more precisely the equivalence between (1) and (3) in
Lemma 28.10.2, together with Remark 2.1.2.

Remark 2.1.4. Recall that a map of varieties over K is a universal homeo-
morphism if and only if it is radicial, surjective, and finite (see [12, Corollaire
(18.12.11)]). Given a radicial surjective map of varieties f : X Ñ Y , one can thus
find a piecewise isomorphism Y 1 Ñ Y such that the induced map
X ˆY Y
1 Ñ Y 1
is a universal homeomorphism – indeed, a radicial surjective map of varieties is
quasi-finite, so it suffices to choose a stratification Y 1 along which it becomes finite.
The following lemma ensures that morphisms in the localized category have a
simple description. Here we follow the notation of [20, Section 04VB].
Lemma 2.1.5. The classes PW of piecewise isomorphisms and RS of radicial
surjective morphisms in Var{S are right multiplicative systems (cf. [20, Definition
04VC]).
Proof. It is clear that isomorphisms are in PW (resp. RS), and the composition
of two morphisms in PW (resp. RS) is again in PW (resp. RS), so that PW (resp.
RS) satisfies condition RMS1 of [20, Definition 04VC].
Condition RMS2 is verified because given f : X Ñ Z in PW (resp. RS) and an
arbitrary morphism Y Ñ Z, the map pX ˆZ Y qred Ñ Y is in PW (resp. RS).
Condition RMS3 is verified because given v : Y Ñ Z in PW (resp. RS) and
f, g : X Ñ Y such that v ˝ g “ v ˝ f , we have f “ g. To show this, it suffices to
check the case v P RS. We first observe that f “ g on the underlying topological
space since v is a homeomorphism. Thus, if η is a generic point of an irreducible
component of X , fpηq “ gpηq, and we write the common images as η1. Then, to
show f “ g, it suffices to verify the maps f˚, g˚ : κpη1q Ñ κpηq agree for any such
η. Writing v˚ : κpvpη1qq Ñ κpη1q, we are given f˚ ˝v˚ “ g˚ ˝v˚. The field extension
κpη1q{κpvpη1qq is purely inseparable (because v is radicial surjective), and any map
of fields with domain κpvpη1qq admits at most one extension to κpη1q, so we conclude
f˚ “ g˚. 
2.2. The localized categories. ForW one of PW or RS, we denote by pVar{SqW
the localized category. Because W has a calculus of right fractions, it admits the
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following concrete description ( [20, Tag 04VK]: the objects of pVar{SqW are the
same as those of pVar{Sq, and the maps are given by
MappVar{SqW pX,Y q “ colimf :X1ÑX in W
MapVar{SpX
1, Y q.
That is, every morphism X Ñ Y is represented by a span or “hat”:
X 1
f
~~⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤ g
  
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
X Y
with f PW and g arbitrary; the calculus of fractions allows us to compose spans.
Remark 2.2.1. When K is perfect, Liu-Sebag have constructed a natural fully
faithful embedding X ÞÑ Xcons of pVar{KqPW in the category of zero-dimensional
reduced schemes over K. The underlying set of Xcons is the same as X , but it is
equipped with the constructible topology.
Because PW Ă RS, the natural localization functor Var{S Ñ pVar{SqRS factors
through pVar{SqPW Ñ pVar{SqRS.
We will also consider the category pVar{SqS´PW, where we localize only at piece-
wise isomorphisms induced by decompositions of S. Concretely: the objects of
pVar{SqS´PW are varieties over S, and, if we write S
1 „ S to denote a decomposi-
tion S1 “
Ů
Si of S into locally closed subvarieties Si,
MappVar{SqS´PWpX,Y q “ colimS1„S
MapVar{SpXS1 , Y q.
2.3. Constructible subsets. Let X{K be a variety, and let C be a constructible
subset of the underlying topological space of X . Then, we can write C as a set-
theoretic disjoint union of locally closed subsets C “
Ů
Ci, and thus we can equip C
with the structure of a variety overX by letting each Ci have its induced subvariety
structure and letting C be the disjoint union of these varieties. This structure
depends on the chosen decomposition, however, if we consider the resulting object
of pVar{XqX´PW, there is a unique isomorphism between the objects resulting from
two different choices.
Thus, it makes sense to speak of “the” object of pVar{XqX´PW defined by the
constructible subset C. If X is a variety over S, then by composition with the
natural map we also obtain an object C{S of pVar{SqW where W “ PW or RS,
determined up to canonical isomorphism.
Remark 2.3.1 (Chevalley’s theorem for morphisms in the localized category).
Given varieties X and Y over K, a radicial surjective map f : X Ñ Y induces
a bijection f : |X | Ñ |Y | of underlying scheme-theoretic sets. Thus, the functor
sending a variety to its underlying scheme-theoretic set factors through pVar{KqRS.
In particular, given a subset A Ă |X |, and f P MappVar{KqRSpX,Y q, it makes sense
to speak of fpAq Ă |Y |.
Moreover, Chevalley’s theorem holds in this context, so that if A is constructible
then fpAq is constructible: Indeed, if we writeXcons for the underlying set equipped
with the constructible topology, then a map f : X Ñ Y of varieties over K induces
a continuous open map (the latter by Chevalley’s theorem) Xcons Ñ Y cons. If f is
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radicial surjective then, as indicated above, the map on sets is also bijective, so a
radicial surjective map induces a homeomorphism f : Xcons Ñ Y cons. Thus,
Var{K Ñ Top, X ÞÑ Xcons
factors through pVar{KqRS. Because for a variety X , the constructible subsets of X
are the quasi-compact opens of Xcons, we find that Chevalley’s theorem holds for an
element f P MappVar{KqRSpX,Y q: such an f induces an open map X
cons Ñ Y cons,
and thus sends quasi-compact opens to quasi-compact opens. Similarly, Chevalley’s
theorem holds for morphisms in pVar{KqPW, pVar{SqRS, et cetera.
2.4. Pointwise arguments. If f : X Ñ Y is a piecewise isomorphism, then for
any field L{K,
f : XpLq Ñ Y pLq
is a bijection. Thus, there is a functor of L-points
pVar{KqPW Ñ Set
X ÞÑ XpLq.
Similarly, a radicial surjective f induces a bijection on L points when L{K is alge-
braically closed, so for L{K algebraically closed, we obtain a functor of L-points,
pVar{KqRS Ñ Set
X ÞÑ XpLq.
factorizing the functor of L-points on pVar{KqPW.
2.4.1. Recognition principles. Almost by definition, isomorphisms in pVar{KqRS
can be recognized on geometric points (i.e. points in algebraically closed L{K):
Lemma 2.4.2. A map f P MappVar{KqRSpX,Y q is an isomorphism if and only if
it induces a bijection on L-points for any algebraically closed L{K.
For constructible sets, this recognition principle holds already in pVar{XqX´PW:
Lemma 2.4.3. Let C1 and C2 be constructible subsets of X. The following are
equivalent:
(1) C1 “ C2 as subsets of X,
(2) C1 – C2 in pVar{XqX´PW,
(3) For every L{K, C1pLq “ C2pLq as subsets of XpLq, and
(4) For every algebraically closed L{K, C1pLq “ C2pLq as subsets of XpLq.
2.4.4. Useful constructions with geometric points. The following basic facts about
the behavior of geometric points will be helpful to keep in mind for use with the
recognition principles of Lemmas 2.4.2 and 2.4.3:
Lemma 2.4.5. Let X{K be a quasi-projective variety and let G be a finite group
acting on X. Then, the quotient X{G exists, and, for L{K an algebraically closed
field, the natural map
XpLq Ñ pX{Gq pLq
induces a bijection
XpLq{GÑ pX{Gq pLq
Lemma 2.4.6. Let f : X Ñ Y be a map of K-varieties, and consider the con-
structible set fpXq. Then, for any algebraically closed field L{K,
fpXqpLq “ fpXpLqq Ă Y pLq.
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2.5. Grothendieck rings. For W one of PW or RS, we define K0 ppVar{SqW q as
follows: additively, it is the free abelian group on isomorphism classes of objects in
pVar{SqW , modulo the relations
rX1{S \X2{Ss “ rX1{Ss ` rX2{Ss
where here \ denotes disjoint union (which is the categorical coproduct). The ring
structure is again induced by
rX1{Ss ¨ rX2{Ss “ rpX1 ˆS X2qred{Ss.
Recall that K0pVar{Sq is the free abelian group on isomorphism classes of vari-
eties over S, modulo the relations rX{Ss “ rZ{Ss` rXzZ{Ss whenever Z Ă X is a
closed subvariety. We define K0ppVar{SqS´PWq in the same way, but starting with
isomorphism classes in pVar{SqS´PW. The localization functors induce equalities
K0pVar{Sq “ K0ppVar{SqS´PWq “ K0ppVar{SqPWq.
We will also write rK0pVar{Sq for K0ppVar{SqRSq. The localization functor thus
induces a map
(2.5.0.1) K0pVar{Sq Ñ rK0pVar{Sq
which is clearly surjective.
Lemma 2.5.1. The kernel of the morphism (2.5.0.1) is generated by the relations
rXs “ rX 1s whenever there exists a radicial surjective map f : X 1{S Ñ X{S. In
particular, if K is of characteristic zero, then
K0pVar{Sq “ rK0pVar{Sq.
Remark 2.5.2. The definition of rK0pVar{Sq as a quotient of K0pVar{Sq was in-
troduced by Mustata [17, 7.2] when S “ SpecK. Combined with Remark 2.1.4, we
see that it is also equal to the quotient Kuh0 pVar{Sq considered by Chambert-Loir,
Nicaise and Sebag [5, Chapter 2, 4.4].
Remark 2.5.3. The map SpecF2pt
1{2q Ñ SpecF2ptq is radicial surjective, but not
a piecewise isomorphism, so the natural map
pVar{SpecF2ptqqPW Ñ pVar{SpecF2ptqqRS
is not an equivalence. Similar examples can be constructed using the Frobenius over
any field of positive characteristic (including perfect fields of positive characteristic).
However, two varieties can have the same class in the Grothendieck ring without
being piecewise isomorphic, and it is an open question to determine, e.g., whether
K0pVar{F2ptqq is equal to rK0pVar{F2ptqq. To our knowledge, no specific example in
any Grothendieck ring in characteristic p involving inseparable extensions of residue
fields has been settled: for example, we do not know if rSpecF2pt
1{2q{SpecF2ptqs is
equal to 1 in K0pVar{SpecF2ptqq (cf. [5, Remark 4.4.8]).
2.5.4. Fiberwise computation in relative Grothendieck rings. The following will be
helpful when it is more convenient to argue over a field:
Lemma 2.5.5. For S a variety over K, the natural maps
K0pVar{Sq Ñ
ź
sPS
K0pVar{κpsqq, and
rK0pVar{Sq Ñź
sPS
rK0 pVar{κpsqq
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are injective.
Proof. If a class x “
ř
i airXi{Ss is in the kernel, then, because simplifying an
expression to zero involves only a finite number of relations, we may spread out
from generic points and then conclude by Noetherian induction. 
2.6. Dimension. Given a map of varieties f : X Ñ S, and a point x P X , we
define
dim{S,xpXq :“ dimxpXfpxqq.
and
dim{SpXq :“ max
xPX
dim{S,xpXq “ max
sPS
dimXs.
Lemma 2.6.1. If f : X Ñ Y is a radicial surjective map of varieties over S, then
dim{S X “ dim{S Y .
Proof. Note that relative dimension is a purely topological notion. Thus, invoking
2.1.4, we find that it suffices to treat the case where f is a piecewise isomorphism.
We may also suppose S is the spectrum of a field, since f induces a piecewise iso-
morphism on each fiber, and that Y is irreducible. Then, f induces an isomorphism
between open subsets of X and Y , so dimX ě dimY . On the other hand, it is
clear that dimX ď dimY because any chain of specializations in X is also a chain
of specializations in Y , and we conclude. 
In particular, we find that the function dim{S is well-defined on isomorphism
classes in pVar{XqPW and pVar{XqRS.
We denote by MS the ring K0pVar{SqrL
´1s, and ĂMS the ring rK0pVar{SqrL´1s.
For every d P Z, we define FildMS (resp. FildĂMS) to be the subgroup ofMS (resp.ĂMS) generated by elements of the form rXsL´n where X is an S-variety, n P Z is
an integer and dim{S X ´ n ď d.
This gives us an increasing and exhaustive filtration on the ringMS (resp. ĂMS).
We denote by xMS (resp. yĄMS) the completion of MS (resp. ĂMs) with respect to
this filtration. We will also use the notation FildMS “ Fil´dMS . Define a function
dim{S : xMS Ñ ZY t´8u
by sending a class a to inftd P Z, a P FildxMSu.
The following lemma will be a useful tool for controlling the position of certain
classes in the dimension filtration.
Lemma 2.6.2. Let X Ñ Y , and f : Y Ñ S, and suppose there is a constructible
g : Y Ñ Z such that for each y P Y , dimXy ď gpyq ´ dimy Yfpyq. Thenÿ
i
“`
X ˆY g
´1piq
˘
{S
‰
L
´i P Fil0MS .
Proof. Using [11, Theorem 13.1.3], we may decompose Y “
Ů
Yj into irreducible
subvarieties such that the fibers of Yj over S are equidimensional of constant di-
mension over S, and then further refine the decomposition so that g is constant
with value kj on each Yj . Thenÿ
i
rX ˆY g
´1piq{SsL´i “
ÿ
j
rXYj sL
´kj .
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For all y P Yj we have that dimypYjqfpyq “ dim{S Yj and g is constant on Yj with
value kj , so
dim{Yj XYj “ max
yPYj
dimXy ď max
yPYj
`
gpyq ´ dimy Yfpyq
˘
ď max
yPYj
`
gpyq ´ dimy Yj,fpyq
˘
ď kj ´ dim{S Yj
Thus,
dim{SpXYj q ď dim{Yj pXYj q ` dim{S Yj ď kj ,
so each term is in Fil0 and we conclude. 
3. Configuration spaces
3.1. Partitions. Let I be an abelian semigroup, and PpIq the free commutative
monoid generated by the elements of I. Following Vakil-Wood [22], elements of PpIq
are called (generalized) partitions. Such a partition µ may be denoted µ “ pmiqiPI
where mi is the multiplicity of the element i, so that mi “ 0 for all i but a
finite number. For µ “ pmiqiPI P PpIq, we define
ř
µ “
ř
imi, |µ| “
ř
mi and
||µ|| “ #ti | mi ą 0u.
We denote by Q0 the set PpZą0q of partitions in the traditional sense. For non-
negative integersm1, . . . ,mk, we will denote by pm1,m2, . . . ,mkq or 1
m12m2 . . . kmk
the partition pm1,m2, . . . ,mk, 0, 0, . . .q P Q0. We denote by Q the subset of Q0 of
partitions pm1,m2, . . .q such that for some non-negative integer k, mi “ 0 for all
i ą k and mi ą 0 for all i ď k. Such an element µ of Q may be interpreted as an
ordered partition of the integer |µ|.
3.2. Generalized configuration spaces. Let S be a variety over a field K. All
products in this section are taken relatively to S. For a quasi-projective variety X
over S, we denote by Symn{SpXq “ X
n{Sn the symmetric power of X relatively
to S. In what follows, to shorten notations, we will often omit S and write simply
SymnpXq, unless there is some risk of confusion.
For a generalized partition µ “ pmiqiPI , we may consider the natural quotient
morphism
p :
ź
iPI
Xmi Ñ
ź
iPI
SymmiX,
which is finite and surjective. Let U :“ p
ś
iPI X
miq
˚,X{S
Ă
ś
iPI X
mi be the
complement of the diagonal, that is, the open subset of points with all coordinates
being distinct.
Definition 3.2.1. We denote by p
ś
iPI Sym
miXq
˚,X{S
, or Cµ{SpXq, the open subset
ppUq of the variety
ś
iPI Sym
miX.
The space Cµ{SpXq parameterizes µ-configurations relative to S, that is, finite
collections of distinct points of X consisting of mi (unordered) points labeled by i
for every i P I and lying above the same point in S. In particular, if the partition
µ is of the form µ “ 1n for some positive integer n, we recover the definition of
the usual configuration space Cn{SpXq of n unordered points on X relatively to S.
When S is a (clearly specified) field K, we may omit it in the notation and write
CµpXq.
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Notation 3.2.2. Note that in what follows, when µ P Q0 is a partition, geometric
points of Cµ{SpXq will be written simply in the form px1, . . . , x|µ|q for x1, . . . , x|µ|
distinct geometric points of X lying above the same point of S. In particular, it is
implicit in the notation that that x1, . . . , xm1 are unordered, xm1`1, . . . , xm1`m2´1
are unordered, etc.
More generally, if X “ pXiqiPI , is a family of X-varieties and µ “ pmiqiPI is a
generalized partition, we may consider the productź
iPI
SymmiXi
above
ś
iPI Sym
miX and restrict it, as above, to the image˜ź
iPI
SymmiX
¸
˚,X{S
of the complement of the diagonal.
Definition 3.2.3. (1) We denote by Cµ
X{SpX q or p
ś
iPI Sym
miXiq˚,X{S the
resulting variety. By construction, it comes with a morphism to Cµ{SpXq.
(2) If all the elements Xi of the family X are equal to the same variety Y , we
write Cµ
X{SpX q “: C
µ
X{SpY q.
Notation 3.2.4. As a general rule, we will use the pZq˚,X{S notation (or pZq˚ if
there is no risk of confusion) for a variety Z which has an obvious morphism to a
product of symmetric powers of X , to denote the restriction to the image of the
complement of the diagonal.
Remark 3.2.5. Let L be an algebraically closed field containing K. Then using
lemmas 2.4.6 and 2.4.5, we see that the L-points of Cµ
X{SpX q are given by families
pciqiPI where each ci “ pxi,1, . . . , xi,miq is a configuration of mi unordered L-points
of Xi, such that xi,j for all i, j lie above the same L-point of S.
Remark 3.2.6. Note that the definition of Cµ
X{SpX q only uses the elements Xi
of the family X with index i such that mi ą 0. More precisely, this construction
defines a functor
C
µ
X{S : pVar{Xq
||µ|| Ñ Var{Cµ{SpXq.
Remark 3.2.7. Assume that all of the elements of the family X are equal to X .
Then the notations Cµ
X{SpX q, C
µ
X{SpXq and C
µ
{SpXq (from definition 3.2.1) refer
to the same space and may be used interchangeably.
Remark 3.2.8. In [1], the space Cµ{SpXq (resp. C
µ
X{SpX q) was denoted S
µpXq
(resp. SµpX q). We choose to use the notation Cµ
X{S here to make it clear that
there is a restriction to the complement of the diagonal at the level of the base
variety X , that we are working relatively to S, and that in special cases we recover
usual configuration spaces. On the other hand, for a family X “ pXiqiPI of X-
varieties we will sometimes use here the notation Symµ
X{SpX q to denote the productś
iPI Sym
miXi, so that C
µ
X{SpX q “ pSym
µ
X{SpX qq˚,X{S .
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3.3. Localization. The functor
C
µ
{S : Var{S Ñ Var{S
induces a functor
C
µ
{S : pVar{SqW Ñ pVar{SqW
for W “ PW, RS, or S ´ PW. Indeed, to verify this it suffices to check that in
each case Cµ{S sends a morphism in W to a morphism in W .
Similarly, for a fixed X{S, the labeled configuration space functor
C
µ
X{S : pVar{Xq
||µ|| Ñ Var{Cµ{SpXq
induces a functor
C
µ
X{S : pVar{Xq
||µ||
X´PW Ñ pVar{C
µ
{SpXqqCµ{SpXq´PW
and functors
C
µ
X{S : pVar{Xq
||µ||
W Ñ pVar{C
µ
{SpXqqW
for W “ PW,RS.
3.4. Quasi-coherent sheaves on configuration spaces. Consider a partition
µ P Q and a variety X{S. We write n “ |µ|, m “ ||µ||, µ “ pl1, . . . , lmq, and Sµ for
the product of symmetric groups Sl1 ˆ . . .ˆSlm . Then, denoting by PConf
n
{SpXq
the ordered configuration space of n points on X relatively to S, there is a natural
map
πµ : PConf
n
{SpXq Ñ C
µ
{SpXq
which is a finite e´tale Galois Sµ-cover. We denote by QCohpXq the category of
quasi-coherent sheaves on X . Using this cover, we obtain a functor
C
µ
X{S : QCohpXq
||µ|| Ñ QCohpCµ{SpXqq
defined as follows: we write pk for the kth projection map
pk : PConf
n
{SpXq Ñ X.
Then, given quasi-coherent sheaves F1, . . . ,Fm on X we form the Sµ-equivariant
sheaf
mà
i“1
˜
l1`...`lià
k“l1`...`li´1`1
p˚kFi
¸
.
To obtain Cµ
X{SpF1, . . . ,Fmq we descend via πµ (i.e. apply pπµq˚p‚q
Sµ).
Note that if we restrict to coherent sheaves, we obtain a functor
C
µ
X{S : CohpXq
||µ|| Ñ CohpCµ{SpXqq.
Going forward, we will usually want to apply Cµ
X{S with the same argument F in
each spot; we write this as Cµ
X{SpFq.
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4. The geometric realization of a coherent sheaf
Let S{K be a variety. If F is locally free of finite rank on S, then it is naturally
the sheaf of sections of the geometric vector bundle VpFq :“ Spec {SSym
‚pF˚q,
and the assignment sending a locally free sheaf to the representing geometric vector
bundle is a functor from locally free sheaves of finite rank on S to Var{S.
In particular, this allows us to define a class rVpFqs P K0pVar{Sq attached to a
locally free sheaf F of finite rank; moreover, by choosing a decomposition of S into
locally closed subvarieties Si such that F |Si is free, we find this class is equal to
L
rkpFq (which makes sense as rkpFq is locally constant). It is not necessary to pass
all the way to the Grothendieck ring to obtain this simple form: the same argument
shows already that
(4.0.0.1) VpFq – ArkpFq in pVar{SqS´PW.
In this section, we explain how extend the functor V on locally free sheaves to
V : CohpSq Ñ pVar{SqS´PW.
We then give a structure theorem for VpFq analogous to (4.0.0.1), and a structure
theorem describing the image under V of a surjective map of coherent sheaves. We
also explain how V interacts with the functor
C
µ
X{S : CohpXq
||µ|| Ñ Coh
´
C
µ
{SpXq
¯
defined in 3.4.
4.1. The canonical flattening decomposition. While an arbitrary coherent
sheaf F cannot generally be represented as the sheaf of sections of a map F Ñ S,
the Fitting ideals of F can be used (cf. [20, 05P8]) to construct a canonical de-
composition SF „ S such that F |SF is locally free of finite rank: more precisely,
SF “
Ů
iě0 SF ,i is a finite decomposition into locally closed subvarieties such that
that F |SF,i is locally free of rank i, and SF ,i “ ZizZi´1 where Zi is the closed
subvariety determined by the ith Fitting ideal. We will call SF „ S the canonical
flattening decomposition for F .
4.2. Definition of V. Thus, we can define the functor V on objects by
F ÞÑ VpF |SF q{S
where here the structure map VpF |SF q Ñ S is the composition of
VpF |SF q Ñ SF Ñ S.
Given a morphism φ : F Ñ G, the element
Vpφq P MappVar{SqPW pVpFq,VpGqq
is obtained by passing to a common refinement S1 of SF and SG and then taking
Vpφq to be the image in
MappVar{SqS´PW pVpFq,VpGqq
of the element of
MappVar{Sq
`
VpFq ˆS S
1,VpGq
˘
obtained by composition of the natural maps
VpFq ˆS S
1 “ VpF |S1q
Vpφ|S1 qÝÝÝÝÝÑ VpG|S1q “ VpGq ˆS S
1 Ñ VpGq.
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Here the map Vpφ|S1q makes sense because φ|S1 is a map of locally free sheaves,
where we already have a functor V defined.
4.3. Structure theorems for the image of V. Objects in the image of V have
simple models in pVar{SqS´PW: Let g: |S| Ñ Zě0 be a function with bounded
image such that for each i, g´1piq is constructible. Then, we can equip g´1piq with
the structure of a variety over S by writing it as the disjoint union of locally closed
subsets of S. Thus, it makes sense to consider
A
g “
ğ
i
A
i ˆ g´1piq
as an object in pVar{SqS´PW. In particular, for F P CohpSq if we let dimF denote
the function s ÞÑ dim{κpsq F |s then we obtain directly from the definition:
Theorem 4.3.1. For F P CohpSq, VpFq is isomorphic to AdimF in pVar{SqS´PW.
We also obtain a simple normal form for the image of a surjection under V. This
will be an important ingredient in later arguments.
Theorem 4.3.2. Let φ : F Ñ G be a surjection in CohpSq. Then, there exists an
isomorphism of arrows in pVar{SqS´PW
VpFq //
„

VpGq
„

AdimF´dimG ˆS A
dimG
p0,idq
// AdimG .
Proof. We can find a decomposition S1 „ S such that both F |S1 and G|S1 are locally
free and trivializable, and such that the sequence
0Ñ ker pφ|S1q Ñ F |S1 Ñ G|S1 Ñ 0
is split. Then kerpφ|S1q is also locally free, and for any further refinement S
2,
kerφ|S2 “ pkerpφ|S1qq|S2 . We can thus choose S
2 so that kerpφ|S2q is also trivializ-
able, and we obtain the result. 
If we localize further to pVar{SqPW, we obtain the following corollary describing
the pre-image of a constructible set under a surjective map of coherent sheaves:
Corollary 4.3.3. Let φ : F Ñ G be a surjection in CohpSq and let C be a con-
structible subset of VpGq. Then, in pVar{SqPW,
Vpφq´1pCq – AdimF´dimG ˆS C.
In particular,
rVpφq´1pCqs “ rAdimF´dimGs ¨ rCs P K0pVar{Sq
and
rVpφq´1pCqs “
rVpFqs
rVpGqs
¨ rCs PMS .
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4.4. Configurations and geometric realization. For any partition µ, geometric
realization transforms the functor
C
µ
X{S : CohpXq
||µ|| Ñ Coh
´
C
µ
{SpXq
¯
defined in 3.4 into a labeled configuration space functor:
Lemma 4.4.1. For any partition µ, there is a natural equivalence
C
µ
X{SpVp‚q, . . . ,Vp‚qq “ VpC
µ
X{Sp‚, . . . , ‚qq
of functors
CohpXq||µ|| Ñ pVar{Cµ{SpXqqCµ{SpXq´PW.
Proof. We write |µ| “ n, ||µ|| “ m, mpµq “ pl1, . . . , lmq. Because C
µ
X{SpF1, . . . ,Fmq
was defined by descent, there is a canonical isomorphism of Sµ-equivariant sheaves
on PConfn{SpXq
mà
i“1
˜
l1`...`lià
k“l1`...`li´1`1
p˚kFi
¸
“ π˚µC
µ
X{SpF1, . . . ,Fmq.
Applying V (which turns pullbacks into fiber products), we obtain a canonical Sµ-
equivariant isomorphism
mź
i“1
VpFiq
li |PConfn
{S
pXq “ V
´
C
µ
X{SpF1, . . . ,Fmq
¯
ˆCµ
{S
pXq PConf
n
{SpXq
where the Sµ-action on the left is the obvious one by permutation of coordinates
and the Sµ-action on the right is only on the factor PConf
n
{SpXq. Passing to the
quotient by the Sµ-action then gives the result. 
5. Taylor expansions
We develop here some material on Taylor expansions for global sections of co-
herent sheaves that will be important in the rest of this work.
5.1. The sheaf of principal parts. We recall here some notation and results on
the sheaf of principal parts from [12, 16.7].
Let f : X Ñ S be a map of varieties, and let F be a quasi-coherent sheaf on X .
Let ∆pkq be the k-th infinitesimal neighborhood of the diagonal in XˆSX , and let
pi : ∆
pkq Ñ X, i “ 1, 2
denote the projection onto the ith component of X ˆS X , restricted to ∆
pkq. For
k ą 0, we define the sheaf of k-principal parts of F (relative to S) to be the
OX -module
PkX{SpFq :“ p1˚p
˚
2F .
If F is coherent, then so is Pk
X{SpFq [12, 16.7.3].
If K is a field, x P XpKq, s is the image of x in SpKq, and m denotes the maxi-
mal ideal of the local ring OXs,x, then the K-vector space P
k
X{SpFq|x is naturally
identified with the K-vector space pF |Xsqx{m
k`1. There is a natural kth-order
expansion map of f´1OS-modules
dkX{S,F : F Ñ P
k
X{SpFq
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such that for x, s, as above the composition
pF |Xsqx
dkX{S,F
ÝÝÝÝÑ
´
PkX{SpFq|Xs
¯
x
Ñ PkX{SpFq|x “ pF |Xsqx{m
k`1
is the natural reduction map.
5.2. The Taylor expansion map. Although the expansion map dk
X{S,F is a map
of f´1OS modules, it is not typically a map of OX -modules (because when multi-
plying a local section by a function, the effect on the infinitesimal expansion involves
not just the function but also the higher terms in its own k-th order expansion).
However, we do obtain a natural Taylor expansion map of OX -modules
TaylorkX{S,F : f
˚f˚F Ñ P
k
X{SpFq
by adjunction from the map of OS-modules f˚d
k
X{S,F . For a pair x, s as above, the
fiber of TaylorkX{S,F at x computes the kth order Taylor expansion at x of a global
section (all relative to S): it is naturally identified with the composition
f˚f˚F |x Ñ ΓpXs,F |Xsq Ñ pF |Xsqx Ñ pF |Xsqx{m
k`1
x “ P
k
X{SpFq|x.
The construction Pk
X{S is functorial from quasi-coherent sheaves on X to quasi-
coherent sheaves on X , and the Taylor expansion maps assemble to a natural trans-
formation
TaylorkX{S : f
˚f˚ Ñ P
k
X{S .
5.3. Taylor expansions at multiple points. Let µ be a partition. We will also
need to consider the variant where we take Taylor expansions simultaneously along
a µ-labeled configuration of points. To do so, we first compose the functor Cµ
X{S
with TaylorrX{S to obtain for any F a map
C
µ
X{Spf
˚f˚Fq Ñ P
r,µ
X{SpFq :“ C
µ
X{SpP
r
X{SpFqq.
Writing fµ for the structure morphism C
µ
{SpXq Ñ S, we note that there is a natural
diagonal map
f˚µ f˚F Ñ C
µ
X{Spf
˚f˚Fq
and we write Taylorr,µ
X{S for the composition of this diagonal map with C
µ
X{SpTaylor
r
X{Sq,
so that Taylorr,µ
X{S is a natural transformation from f
˚
µ f˚ to P
r,µ
X{S .
5.4. Generating sets of global sections.
Definition 5.4.1. We say that a map of quasi-coherent sheaves G Ñ f˚F is r-
infinitesimally m-generating if the following equivalent conditions hold:
(1) For every µ with |µ| ď m, Taylorr,µ
X{SpFq : f
˚
µ f˚F Ñ P
r,µ
X{SpFq restricts to
a surjective map
f˚µG ։ P
r,µ
X{SpFq.
(2) For every algebraically closed L, s P SpLq, and n ď m distinct points
x1, . . . , xn in XspLq, the composition
G|s Ñ ΓpXs,Fq Ñ
nà
i“1
pF |Xsqxi{m
r`1
xi
is surjective, where mxi denotes the maximal ideal in the local ring OXs,xi.
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Remark 5.4.2. If G is r-infinitesimally m-generating, then so is G b L for any
globally generated line bundle L. Indeed, if we fix m geometric points and a sub-
space surjecting onto the expansions at one point and zero at the others, then we
can multiply it by a non-vanishing section of L to get a subspace with the same
property.
Example 5.4.3. We take S “ K, X “ PnK and F “ Opdq, so that f˚F “
ΓpPn,Opdqq. We claim that if
d ě r ` pm´ 1qpr ` 1q “ mr `m´ 1,
then ΓpPn,Opdqq is r-infinitesimallym-generating. To see this, we will show that the
second criterion holds. So, assume L{K is algebraically closed, and let x1, . . . , xm
be distinct points in PnpLq – note that since PnpLq is infinite, this also covers the
case of ă m points.
We first observe that for any x P PnpLq, the reduction map from Vr :“ ΓpP
n,Oprqq
to OPn,xprq{m
r`1
x is a bijection – to see this, we may fix local coordinates so that
OPn,xprq{m
r`1
x is identified with polynomials of degree ď r in n variables, then ho-
mogenize to establish the bijection. Furthermore, if f is a homogeneous polynomial
of degree a that does not vanish at x, then the reduction map induces a bijection
between f ¨ Vr Ă ΓpP
n,Opr ` aqq and OPn,xpr ` aq{m
r`1
x (in suitable bases, the
multiplication by f modifies the previous bijection by composition with an upper
triangular matrix with a non-zero scalar along the diagonal).
Thus, if we choose for each i a homogeneous polynomial fi of degree d´ r that
vanishes to order ě r at each xj , j ‰ i, but not at xi (this is possible because
d´ r ě pm´ 1qpr` 1q – for example taking for each j a linear form vanishing at xj
but no other xi, raise it to the r`1st power, and then multiply these together), then,
the reduction map induces a bijection between the subspace
ř
i fiVr Ă ΓpP
n,Opdqq
and
Àm
i“1OPn,xipdq{m
r`1
xi
, and we conclude.
Example 5.4.4. Suppose X{K is a projective variety and L is an ample line
bundle. Fix A ą 0 such that LA is very ample and B ą 0 such that Lb is globally
generated for all b ě B. Let X Ñ Pn be the embedding given by LA. Then, using
the previous example, we find that for
d “ A ¨ pr ` pm´ 1qpr ` 1qq ,
ΓpX,Ldq is r-infinitesimally m-generating. Then, since Lb is globally generated for
all b ě B, by Remark 5.4.2 we find that for
d ě B `A ¨ pr ` pm´ 1qpr ` 1qq ,
ΓpX,Ldq is r-infinitesimally m-generating.
Lemma 5.4.5. Let f : X Ñ S be a map of varieties, φ : F1 Ñ F2 a surjective
map of quasi-coherent sheaves on X, and suppose g : G Ñ f˚F1 is r-infinitesimally
m-generating. Then
f˚φ ˝ g : G Ñ f˚F2
is r-infinitesimally m-generating.
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Proof. For any µ, the diagram
f˚µG
Taylor
r,µ
X{S
pF1q
//

P
r,µ
X{SpF1q

f˚µG
Taylor
r,µ
X{S
pF2q
// P
r,µ
X{SpF2q
commutes, where the vertical arrows are induced by φ. For |µ| ď m the top
horizontal arrow is surjective by hypothesis. We claim that the right vertical arrow
is surjective for any µ, which will then imply the bottom arrow is also surjective
for |µ| ď m completing the proof. Indeed, the functor Pr,µ
X{S is right exact as the
composition of two right-exact functors: Pk
X{S is right exact by [12, 16.7.3] and
C
µ
X{S is right exact since it is given as a composition of pullbacks and descent. 
Example 5.4.6. Suppose X{K is a projective variety, L is an ample line bundle
on X , and F is a coherent sheaf on X . We can find a surjection pL´DqN ։ F
by taking D large enough so that LD b F is globally generated. Thus, invoking
Lemma 5.4.5 and Example 5.4.4, we find that for A such that LA is very ample
and B such that Lb is globally generated for all b ě B,
d ě D `B `A ¨ pr ` pm´ 1qpr ` 1qq ,
ΓpX,F b Ldq is r-infinitesimally m-generating.
5.5. Geometric realization. Let X{S be a variety, let F be a coherent sheaf
on X and let G be a coherent sheaf of global sections of F . For any partition µ, by
composition with f˚µG Ñ f
˚
µ f˚F , we obtain a map of coherent sheaves
Taylorr,µ
X{S : f
˚
µG Ñ P
r,µ
X{SpFq.
Applying the geometric realization, we obtain a map
C
µ
{SpXq ˆS VpGq Ñ VpP
r,µ
X{SpFqq.
By Lemma 4.4.1, this is identified with a map
C
µ
{SpXq ˆS VpGq Ñ C
µ
X{SpVpP
r
X{SpFqqq.
Tracing through the definitions, we find this map has the obvious description on
geometric points:
(1) A geometric point on the left is given by taking a geometric point s of S,
a µ-configuration of geometric points px1, . . . , xnq in Xs, and an element g
of the fiber G|s.
(2) A geometric point on the right is given by taking a geometric point s of
S and a labeled µ-configuration of points px1, . . . , xnq in Xs, where xi is
labeled by an element of the fiber Pr,µ
X{SpFq|xi “ pF |Xsqx {m
r`1
xi
.
(3) The map sends the data s, px1, . . . , xnq, g on the left to the configuration
where each xi is labeled by the image of g under the natural r-th order
expansion map
G|s Ñ ΓpXs,F |Xsq Ñ pF |Xsqxi {m
r`1
xi
.
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6. Motivic Euler products
6.1. Definition. In [1], the first author recently defined a notion of motivic Euler
product, that is, a way to make sense of products of the formź
yPY
Fyptq,
where Y is a variety over a field K, ptiqiPI is a collection of indeterminates indexed
by a set I, F P 1 ` ptiqiPIK0pVar{Y qrrtissiPI , and Fyptq denotes the power series
restricted to y P Y . Here we recall this definition, some properties, and prove some
additional properties not contained in [2].
6.1.1. Symmetric powers. Let X Ñ S be a map of quasi-projective varieties over a
field K. Recall that we write
Symn{SX :“ X ˆS . . .ˆS Xloooooooomoooooooon
n
{Sn
for the nth symmetric power of X relatively to S. Given a variety Y {X , we write
SymnX{SY for the element
Symn{SY Ñ Sym
n
{SX
of Var{Symn{SX , which can also be viewed as a Y -labeled symmetric power of X .
We now explain how to extend this construction to elements of K0pVar{Xq, that
is, define for any a P K0pVar{Xq an element Sym
n
X{Spaq P K0pVar{Sym
n
{SXq. To
do so, we first observe that the product
K0pVar{Sym
‚
{SXq :“
ź
ně0
K0pVar{Sym
n
{SXq
has the structure of a graded K0pVar{Sq-algebra. The addition is termwise, and
multiplication is given by Cauchy product: for
a “ panqně0, b “ pbnqně0 P
ź
ně0
K0pVar{Sym
‚
{SXq,
the product ab has n-th component given by
pabqn “
nÿ
i“0
aibn´i.
Here the product aibn´i should be understood as the image of pai, bn´iq through
the composition
K0pVar{Sym
i
{SXq ˆK0pVar{Sym
n´i
{S Xq
b
ÝÑ K0pVar{Sym
i
{SX ˆ Sym
n´i
{S Xq
Ñ K0pVar{Sym
n
{SXq
where the last map is induced by composition with the natural arrow
Symi{SX ˆ Sym
n´i
{S X Ñ Sym
n
{SX.
We denote by
K0pVar{Sym
‚
{SXq
1 Ă K0pVar{Sym
‚
{SXq
the subset of families panqně0 with a0 “ 1. It is a subgroup of the multiplicative
units in K0pVar{Sym
‚
{SXq.
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Proposition 6.1.2 ( [2], lemma 3.5.1.2 ). There is a unique group morphism
SymX{S : K0pVar{Xq Ñ K0pVar{Sym
‚
{SXq
1,
such for any quasi-projective variety Y over X,
SymX{SprY sq “ prSym
n
X{SY sqně0.
Definition 6.1.3. For every a P K0pVar{Xq, we denote by
SymnX{Spaq P K0pVar{Sym
n
{SXq
the n-th component of SymX{Spaq. More generally, for a generalized partition
µ “ pmiqiPI , we write
Symµ{SX :“
ź
iPI
Symmi{S X
(where the product is taken relatively to S), and
Symµ
X{Spaq :“ biPISym
mi
X{Spaq P K0pVar{Sym
µ
{SXq.
Example 6.1.4. We claim that for a P K0pVar{Xq,
(6.1.4.1) SymnX{Sp´aq “
ÿ
µPQ
|µ|“n
p´1q||µ||Symµ
X{Spaq,
where Q is the set of partitions defined in 3.1, and Symµ
X{Spaq is viewed as an
element of K0
´
Var{Sym
|µ|
{SX
¯
by composing with the natural map Symµ{SX Ñ
Sym
|µ|
{SX. To verify this, we first observe
SymX{Sp´aq “
1
SymX{Spaq
“
1
1`
´
SymX{Spaq ´ 1
¯
“
8ÿ
k“0
p´1qkpSymX{Spaq ´ 1q
k.
The result then follows from writing
SymX{Spaq ´ 1 “ p0, a, Sym
2
X{Spaq, Sym
3
X{Spaq, . . .q
and expanding in each index.
Remark 6.1.5. If Y Ñ Z is a radicial surjective morphism between varieties
over X , then, computing on geometric points, we find that for any m the induced
map
Symm{SY Ñ Sym
m
{SZ
is also radicial surjective. Thus, SymmX{S induces a functor
pVar{XqRS Ñ pVar{Sym
m
{SXqRS.
In particular, the group morphism SymX{S of proposition 6.1.2 descends to a mor-
phism
SymX{S : rK0pVar{Xq Ñ rK0pVar{Sym‚{SXq1,
where the right-hand side is defined in the obvious way using rK0 everywhere in
place of K0.
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6.1.6. Symmetric products and motivic Euler products. Let I be an abelian semi-
group, and let µ “ pmiqiPI be a generalized partition. Let A “ paiqiPI be a family
of classes in K0pVar{Xq. Using definition 6.1.3, we have the following:
Definition 6.1.7. Let µ P PpIq be a generalized partition.
(1) We define Symµ
X{SpA q :“ biPISym
mi
X{Spaiq P K0
´
Var{Symµ{SX
¯
.
(2) We further define
C
µ
X{SpA q :“
´
Symµ
X{SpA q
¯
˚,X{S
P K0
´
Var{Cµ{SpXq
¯
,
where the subscript “˚, X{S” indicates application of the restriction mor-
phism
(6.1.7.1) K0
´
Var{Symµ{SX
¯
Ñ K0
´
Var{Cµ{SpXq
¯
induced by the inclusion Cµ{SpXq Ñ Sym
µ
{SX . If we fix some a P K0pVar{Xq
and take ai “ a for all i P I, then we write
C
µ
X{Spaq :“ C
µ
X{SpA q.
Remark 6.1.8. In general, for an element a of a Grothendieck ring of the form
K0
´
Var{Symµ{SX
¯
, we will denote by paq˚,X{S or a|Cµ
{S
pXq the image of a in the
Grothendieck ring K0
´
Var{Cµ{SpXq
¯
via the restriction morphism (6.1.7.1).
Remark 6.1.9. Our notation is consistent with the one introduced in section 3.2,
in the sense that if we start with a family X “ pXiqiPI of varieties over X and
take A “ prXisqiPI to be the family of their classes in K0pVar{Xq, then the class
of Cµ
X{SpX q in K0pVar{C
µ
{SpXqq is C
µ
X{SpA q. In particular, one can think of the
construction Cµ
X{S onK0pVar{Xq as extending the notion of a labeled configuration
space by moving from varieties over X to classes in K0pVar{Xq as spaces of labels.
Definition 6.1.10 (Motivic Euler product). For A “ paiqiPI a family of classes in
K0pVar{Xq, we denoteź
xPX{S
˜
1`
ÿ
iPI
ai,xti
¸
:“
ÿ
µPPpIq
C
µ
X{SpA qt
µ P K0pVar{SqrrptiqiPI ss,
where tµ “
ś
iPI t
mi
i , and we consider C
µ
X{SpA q as a class inK0pVar{Sq by applying
the forgetful morphism K0
´
Var{Cµ{SpXq
¯
Ñ K0pVar{Sq.
As shown in [2, Sections 3.8 and 3.9], this notion of motivic Euler product satisfies
many properties that one may wish for: it is multiplicative, it is compatible with
finite products, and we can take double products.
Example 6.1.11. For a quasi-projective variety X{S, the Kapranov zeta function
is defined by
Z
Kap
X{Sptq “
ÿ
ně0
rSymn{SXst
n P 1` tK0pVar{Sqrrtss.
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We explain how this can be expressed as a motivic Euler product. From the defi-
nition, we compute ź
xPX
1
1´ t
“
ź
xPX
p1` t` t2 ` . . .q
“
ÿ
µPQ
C
µ
X{SprXsqt
ř
µ
“
ÿ
µPQ
rCµ{SpXqst
ř
µ
“
ÿ
ně0
»——– ğ
µPQř
µ“n
C
µ
{SpXq
fiffiffifl tn.
In characteristic zero, the disjoint union in the nth term can be identified with the
decomposition of Symn{SX by multiplicity partitions, and we obtain
(6.1.11.1)
ź
xPX
1
1´ t
“
ÿ
ně0
rSymn{SXst
n “ ZKap
X{Sptq.
In positive characteristic, the natural map from the multiplicity partition to the
symmetric power is radicial surjective, but not always a piecewise isomorphism (cf.,
e.g., [7, Remark at end of section 4]). Thus, in positive characteristic (6.1.11.1) only
holds after passing to the quotient rK0pVar{Sq.
6.1.12. Motivic Euler products with other constant coefficients. By [2, Section 3.10],
we can also allow motivic Euler products to have a finite number of factors with
constant term not equal to one. For later reference, we give here a formula for this
in a special case sufficient for our purposes: we assume X to be a variety with a
quasi-finite morphism to a variety S with fibers of size m, and we consider a family
of elements paiqiě0 of K0pVar{Xq. Then
(6.1.12.1)ź
xPX{S
pa0,x ` a1,xt1 ` a2,xt2 ` . . .q “
ÿ
µ“pmiqiě0ř
mi“m
˜ź
iě0
Symmi
X{Spaiq
¸
˚,X{S
tµ.
where tµ “
ś
iě1 t
mi
i (in particular, t
µ does not depend on m0).
6.2. Coefficients in localized and completed Grothendieck rings. By [2],
lemma 3.7.0.2, the above constructions can also be carried out in the localized
Grothendieck ring MX , in such a way that for every a P K0pVar{Xq and any
integers n,m with n ě 0,
(6.2.0.1) SymnX{SpaL
mq “ SymnX{SpaqL
nm in MX .
Example 6.2.1. Invoking (6.2.0.1) and working on decompositions of X , we find
that for any constructible g : X Ñ Z,
SymnX{SpaL
gq “ SymnX{SpaqSym
npLgq and SymnX{SpL
´gq “
´
SymnX{SpL
gq
¯´1
in MSymn
{S
X . Applying this to the definition of C
µ
X{S , we find that,
C
µ
X{SpaL
gq “ Cµ
X{SpaqC
µ
X{SpL
gq and Cµ
X{SpL
´gq “
´
C
µ
X{SpL
gq
¯´1
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in MCµ
{S
pXq. When g : X Ñ Zě0, the first identity holds without inverting L.
We can also extend our constructions to the completion xMX . Indeed, note first
that for an element c P FilnMX , we have, for every integer i ě 1, Sym
i
X{Spcq P
FilinMSymi
{S
X . Now, for any a P Fil
0xMX and any integer n ě 1, we may write
a “ b` c where b P Fil0MX and c P Fil
nxMX , and define
SymmX{Spaq “ Sym
m
X{Spbq pmod Fil
nxMSymm
X{S
Xq.
This can easily be seen to not depend on the choice of b and c, and doing this
for arbitrarily large n gives a well-defined element SymmX{Spaq P
xMSymm
{S
X . If
a R Fil0xMX , we can reduce to the previous case by multiplying by an appropriate
power of L.
We can then prove that the map SymX{S from proposition 6.1.2 extends to a
group morphism
SymX{S : xMX Ñ xM1Sym‚
{S
X
where xM1Sym‚X is defined analogously to K0pVar{Sym‚{SXq1.
6.3. An important Euler product. The following formula for a special case of
a motivic Euler product will be important for us going forward. It is an immediate
consequence of the formula for SymnX{Sp´aq in Example 6.1.4:
Proposition 6.3.1. Let a PMX . Then,ź
xPX{S
p1´ axtq “
ÿ
µPQ
p´1q||µ|| ¨ Cµ
X{Spaq ¨ t
|µ| in MSrrtss.
If a P K0pVar{Xq, then the identity holds already in K0pVar{Sqrrtss.
Example 6.3.2. If a “ 1 P K0pVar{Xq, we obtainź
xPX{S
p1 ´ tq “
ÿ
µPQ
p´1q||µ|| ¨ rCµ{SpXqs ¨ t
|µ|
in K0pVar{Sqrrtss. By multiplicativity of motivic Euler products, we have
ź
xPX{S
p1´ tq “
¨˝ ź
xPX{S
1
1´ t
‚˛´1
and thus, by Example 6.1.11, in characteristic zero we obtain
(6.3.2.1)
´
Z
Kap
X{Sptq
¯´1
“
ÿ
µPQ
p´1q||µ|| ¨ rCµ{SpXqs ¨ t
|µ|
in K0pVar{Sqrrtss. In positive characteristic, we obtain this formula after passing
to ĂK0pVar{Sqrrtss. The formula (6.3.2.1) was first established by Vakil-Wood [22,
Proposition 3.7].
We highlight the following special case of Proposition 6.3.1:
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Corollary 6.3.3. Let Z{X, and let F be a coherent sheaf on X. Then, in MS,ź
xPX{S
ˆ
1´
ˆ
rZs
rVpFqs
˙
x
t
˙
“
ÿ
µPQ
p´1q||µ|| ¨ Cµ
X{S
ˆ
rZs
rVpFqs
˙
¨ t|µ|
“
ÿ
µPQ
p´1q||µ|| ¨
rCµ
X{SpZqs
rCµ
X{SVpFqs
¨ t|µ|
“
ÿ
µPQ
p´1q||µ|| ¨
rCµ
X{SpZqs
rVpCµ
X{SpFqqs
¨ t|µ|,
where on the last two lines the division in each term takes place in MCµ
{S
pXq before
applying the forgetful map to MS.
Proof. By Theorem 4.3.1, rVpFqs “ LdimF . Thus, the second equality follows from
Example 6.2.1, and the last equality follows from Lemma 4.4.1. 
6.4. Convergence and evaluation at L´N .
Definition 6.4.1. Let F ptq “
ř
iě0 ait
i P xMSrrtss be a power series. We define its
radius of convergence to be
σF “ lim sup
i
dim{S ai
i
.
For every integer N ą σF , we then say that F converges at t “ L
´N , and we may
evaluate F at L´N , to obtain an element F pL´N q P xMS .
Notation 6.4.2. If F p0q “ 1 and the motivic Euler product P ptq “
ś
xPX{S Fxptq
converges at t “ L´N , we write
ź
xPX{S
Fxptq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
t“L´N
or
ź
xPX{S
FxpL
´N q
for the value P pL´N q.
Example 6.4.3. Let Z be a variety over X , r an integer, and consider the motivic
Euler product ź
xPX{S
p1´ rZsxL
´mtq.
By Proposition 6.3.1 and property (6.2.0.1), we haveź
xPX{S
p1´ rZsxL
´mtq “
ÿ
µPQ
p´1q||µ||Cµ
X{SpZqL
´m|µ|t|µ|
so that the dimension of the coefficient of degree k is bounded by kpdim{S Z ´mq.
In particular, the radius of convergence of this motivic Euler product is bounded
by dim{S Z ´m, and it can be evaluated for t “ L
´ dimZ`m´1.
Remark 6.4.4. One can formulate very general convergence criteria for motivic
Euler products, as is done in [1]. However, in this paper we will only need 6.4.3.
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We now turn to the case of series with several indeterminates, and will deal with
evaluating one of them at L´N . If F is a power series in the variables t, u1, u2, . . .
with coefficients in xMX , we may write it uniquely in the form
(6.4.4.1) F pt, puiqiě1q “
ÿ
µPQ0
Fµptqu
µ P xMX rrt, puiqiě1ss.
Then, for any integer N ď infµ σFµ , we say that F converges at t “ L
´N , and
we may evaluate it to obtain an element F pt, puiqiě1q|t“L´N “ F pL
´N , puiqiPIq PxMXrrpuiqiě1ss.
We now check that evaluating Euler products with factors of this form works as
expected, that is, when evaluating the Euler product one in fact obtains the Euler
product where all factors have been evaluated. We start by treating the case when
every monomial where t occurs contains also some other indeterminate, so that
evaluating t doesn’t change the constant terms of the factors.
Proposition 6.4.5. Keep the above notation and assume that F0 “ 1 and that N
is an integer such that N ď infµ σFµ . Then the Euler productź
xPX{S
Fxpt, puiqiě1q
converges at t “ L´N , and in xMS, we have¨˝ ź
xPX{S
Fxpt, puiqiě1q‚˛ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
t“L´N
“
ź
xPX{S
FxpL
´N , puiqiě1q.
Proof. For every non-zero µ, write Fµptq “
ř
iě0 fµ,it
i. Then, denoting by I the
semigroup pQ0zt0uq ˆ Zě0, we haveź
xPX{S
Fxpt, puiqiě1q “
ź
xPX{S
¨˝
1`
ÿ
pµ,iqPI
fµ,i,xt
iuµ‚˛
“
ÿ
pnµ,iqµ,iPPpIq
¨˝ ź
pµ,iqPI
Sym
nµ,i
X{Sfµ,i
‚˛˚ třµ,i nµ,iiuřµ,i nµ,iµ.
“
ÿ
νPQ0
¨˚
˚˝˚ ÿ
pnµ,iqµ,iPPpIq
ν“
ř
µp
ř
i nµ,iqµ
¨˝ ź
pµ,iqPI
Sym
nµ,i
X{Sfµ,i
‚˛˚ třµ,i nµ,ii‹˛‹‹‚uν .
On the other hand,
ź
xPX{S
FxpL
´N , puiqiě1q “
ź
xPX{S
¨˝
1`
ÿ
µPQ0zt0u
FµpL
´N qxu
µ‚˛
“
ÿ
νPQ0
¨˚
˚˝˚ ÿ
pnµqµ
ν“
ř
µ nµµ
˜ź
µ
Sym
nµ
X{SpFµpL
´N qq
¸
˚
‹˛‹‹‚uν .
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For every µ and every nµ, we have
Sym
nµ
X{SpFµpL
´N qq “ Sym
nµ
X{S
˜ÿ
iě0
fµ,iL
´Ni
¸
“
ÿ
pnµ,iqiě0ř
i nµ,i“nµ
ź
i
Sym
nµ,i
X{Spfµ,iL
´Niq.
Wemay conclude using the fact that Sym
nµ,i
X{Spfµ,iL
´Niq “ Sym
nµ,i
X{Spfµ,iqL
´inµ,iN
by (6.2.0.1).

Assume now more generally that we are given a series F pt, puiqiě1q as in (6.4.4.1),
such that F0ptq is of the form F0ptq “ 1` tG0ptq for some G0 P xMX rrtss. Denoting
Gµptq “
Fµptq
1`tG0ptq
P xMXrrtss we may then write
F pt, puiqiě1q “ p1` tG0ptqq
¨˝
1`
ÿ
µPQ0zt0u
Gµptqu
µ‚˛,
so that we reduce to cases treated previously: for every n such that the motivic
Euler product
ś
xPXp1` tG0ptqq converges at L
´N and such that N ď inf σGµ , we
may write, taking Euler products and evaluating at L´N ,
ź
xPX{S
Fxpt, puiqiě1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
t“L´N
“
ź
xPX{S
p1` L´NG0,xpL
´N qq
ź
xPX{S
¨˝
1`
ÿ
µPQ0zt0u
Gµ,xpL
´N quµ‚˛,
where we used notation 6.4.2 on the first factor and proposition 6.4.5 on the second.
6.5. Monomial substitutions in motivic Euler products. Let pai,jq 1ďiďn
1ďjďm
be
a family of non-negative integers such that for every i, ai,j is non-zero for at least
one value of j, and let
F : Zrrt1, . . . , tnss Ñ Zrrs1, . . . , smss
be the monomial substitution ti ÞÑ s
ai,1
1 . . . s
ai,m
m . We also denote by F the mor-
phism it induces on any ring of power series in t1, . . . , tn with coefficients in a
Grothendieck ring of varieties. We denote by I “ pZě0q
nzt0u and J “ pZě0q
mzt0u.
Lemma 6.5.1. Let X “ pXiqiPI be a family of elements of MX . Then
F
¨˝ ź
xPX{S
˜
1`
ÿ
iPI
Xi,xt
i
¸‚˛“ ź
xPX{S
F
˜
1`
ÿ
iPI
Xit
i
¸
x
.
Proof. We denote by A the matrix pai,jqi,j . For every line vector j “ pj1, . . . , jmq P
J , we denote by Ij the set ti “ pi1, . . . , inq P I, i ¨A “ ju.
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We first expand the left-hand side:
F
¨˝ ź
xPX{S
´
1`
ÿ
Xi,xt
i
¯‚˛ “ F
¨˝ ÿ
λ“pℓiqi
SymλX{SpX q
ź
i
ptiqℓi‚˛
“
ÿ
λ“pℓiqi
SymλX{SpX q
ź
i
˜
nź
k“1
ps
ak,1
1 . . . s
ak,m
m q
ik
¸ℓi
“
ÿ
λ“pℓiqi
SymλX{SpX q
mź
j“1
s
ř
i,k ak,jikℓi
j
“
ÿ
k“pk1,...,kmq
sk
¨˚
˚˝˚ ÿ
pℓiqiř
i ℓii¨A“k
˜ź
i
Sym
ℓi
X{SpXiq
¸
˚
‹˛‹‹‚
On the other hand,ź
xPX{S
F
˜
1`
ÿ
iPI
Xit
i
¸
x
“
ź
xPX{S
˜
1`
ÿ
iPI
Xi,x
nź
k“1
s
ak,1ik
1 . . . s
ak,mik
m
¸
“
ź
xPX{S
˜
1`
ÿ
iPI
Xi,x
mź
j“1
s
řn
k“1 ak,jik
j
¸
“
ź
xPX{S
¨˚
˚˝1`ÿ
jPJ
¨˚
˚˝ ÿ
i
i¨A“j
Xi,x
‹˛‹‚sj‹˛‹‚
“
ÿ
ν“pnjqjPJ
¨˝ź
j
Sym
nj
X{S
¨˝ ÿ
i¨A“j
Xi‚˛˛‚˚ ź
j
snj j
“
ÿ
k“pk1,...,kmq
sk
¨˚
˚˝˚ ÿ
pnjqjř
j nj j“k
¨˝ź
j
Sym
nj
X{S
¨˝ ÿ
i¨A“j
Xi‚˛˛‚˚ ‹˛‹‹‚
“
ÿ
k“pk1,...,kmq
sk
¨˚
˚˝˚˚ ÿ
pnjqjř
j njj“k
¨˚
˚˝˚˚ź
j
ÿ
pnj,iqiPIjř
nj,i“nj
ź
iPIj
Sym
nj,i
X{SpXiq
‹˛‹‹‹‚˚
‹˛‹‹‹‚.
This is seen to be equal to the left-hand side by putting ℓi :“ ni¨A,i for every i. 
Remark 6.5.2. According to [1, Section 3.8, Property 4], we may in fact more
generally make substitutions of the form ti ÞÑ L
nis
ai,1
1 . . . s
ai,m
m where ni P Z. This
is specific to affine spaces and relies on property (6.2.0.1).
Remark 6.5.3. Motivic Euler products do not allow for non-monomial substitu-
tions (e.g., such that an indeterminate is sent to a polynomial which is not a single
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monomial). As an easy counterexample, consider the seriesź
xPX
p1` s1 ` s2q “
ÿ
n1,n2
pSymn1pXq ˆ Symn2pXqq˚ s
n1
1 s
n2
2 P K0pVar{Kqrrs1, s2ss
The coefficient of s1s2 in this series is pX
2q˚ (that is, the complement of the
diagonal in X2). On the other hand,ź
xPX
p1 ` tq “
ÿ
ně0
pSymnpXqq˚t
n,
so that if we substitute t “ s1 ` s2, we get that the coefficient of s1s2 will be
2pSym2pXqq˚. This is in general not equal to pX
2q˚ in K0pVar{Kq: for example, if
X “ L, we have pX2q˚ “ L
2´L, and 2pSym2pXqq˚ “ 2pSym
2X´Xq “ 2pL2´Lq.
In the same way, Euler products are usually not compatible with the operation
t ÞÑ ´t, which can easily be seen by comparing the seriesź
xPA1
p1´ tq “ ZKap
A1
ptq´1 “ 1´ Lt
and ź
xPA1
p1` tq “ ZKap
A1
ptqZKap
A1
pt2q´1 “
1´ Lt2
1´ Lt
.
7. Motivic inclusion-exclusion
In this section, we give a general motivic inclusion-exclusion principle (Theorems
7.2.1 and 7.2.4 below) that will play a central role in the proofs of our main results.
7.1. Inclusion-exclusion for finite sets. We begin by revisiting the classical
inclusion-exclusion formula for finite sets from a categorical perspective; there is no
mathematical necessity for this detour, but it will be helpful in guiding us to the
motivic version.
In its simplest form, inclusion-exclusion gives a way to compute the cardinality
of a union of finite sets: one starts with the naive guess given by adding up the
cardinalities of each set, then iterates corrections for overcounting caused by overlap
between the sets. The resulting statement is useful because it is often easier to count
the elements of an intersection than the elements of a union.
Theorem 7.1.1 (Inclusion-exclusion of finite sets). Let Y be a finite set, and let
Yi Ă Y, i P t1, . . . , nu be a collection of subsets. Then,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ nď
i“1
Yi
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “ p|Y1| ` |Y2| ` . . .` |Yn|q
´ p|Y1 X Y2| ` |Y1 X Y3| ` . . .` |Yn´1 X Yn|q
` p|Y1 X Y2 X Y3| ` |Y1 X Y2 X Y4| ` . . .q
. . .
` p´1qn p|Y1 X Y2 X . . .X Yn|q
“
nÿ
k“1
p´1qk´1
ÿ
JĂt1,...,nu
|J|“k
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇč
jPJ
Yj
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ .
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Note that cardinality determines the class of a finite set in the Grothendieck
ring of finite sets K0pFin.´ Setq “ Z, so that we can view inclusion-exclusion
as a statement in this Grothendieck ring. In that light, it admits the following
refinement:
Theorem 7.1.2. [Categorified inclusion-exclusion of finite sets] Let f : X Ñ Y be
a map of finite sets. Then, in K0pFin.´ Set{Y q,
rfpXqs “
ÿ
kě1
p´1qk´1rCk{Y pXqs
where Ck{Y pXq denotes the configuration space of k unordered elements of X rela-
tively to Y .
To obtain the original inclusion-exclusion formula from the categorified inclusion-
exclusion formula, one applies the categorified version to the natural map
Ů
Yi Ñ Y ,
and then applies the forgetful map K0pFin.´ Set{Y q Ñ K0pFin.´ Setq “ Z.
Proof of Theorem 7.1.2. We first observe that it suffices to work over each y P Y
individually, since the assignment
rXs ÞÑ prXysqyPY
gives an isomorphism
K0pFin.´ Set{Y q
„
ÝÑ
ź
yPY
K0pFin.´ Setq;
in other words,
K0pFin.´ Set{Y q “ Z
Y .
Thus, we may assume that Y is a point, and work inK0pFin.´ Setq. The statement
then says that if X is a finite set,ÿ
k
p´1qk´1
ˆ
|X |
k
˙
“
#
1 if X ‰ H
0 if X “ H.
and indeed this is the case:ÿ
k
p´1qk´1
ˆ
|X |
k
˙
“
´
1´ p1´ tq|X|
¯ˇˇˇ
t“1
.

7.2. Motivic inclusion-exclusion: statements. The statement of motivic in-
clusion-exclusion is similar to the categorified inclusion-exclusion for finite sets,
however, one must keep track of all labeled configuration spaces:
Theorem 7.2.1 (Motivic inclusion-exclusion: exact version). Let f : X Ñ Y be a
quasi-finite map of varieties over K. Then, in K0 ppVar{Y qRSq,
rfpXqs “
ÿ
µPQztHu
p´1q||µ||´1rCµ{Y pXqs,
or, equivalently,
1´ rfpXqs “
ÿ
µPQ
p´1q||µ||rCµ{Y pXqs
where the terms in the sums are identically zero for |µ| sufficiently large.
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Example 7.2.2. We give two important examples to illustrate this Theorem and
its relation with inclusion-exclusion for finite sets:
(1) Suppose Y is a finite set, and X “
Ůn
i“1 Yi for subsets Yi Ă Y . We may
view these finite sets as varieties over K in the natural way (i.e. each
point is a copy of SpecK). Then, the motivic inclusion-exclusion formula
collapses to the classical inclusion-exclusion formula: for example, if n “ 2,
then motivic inclusion-exclusion gives the following identity in K0pVar{Kq:
rY1 Y Y2s “ rC
11
{Y pXqsloooomoooon
“rY1s`rY2s
` rC1
2
{Y pXqsloooomoooon
“rY1XY2s
´ rC1
121
{Y pXqslooooomooooon
“2rY1XY2s
“ rY1s ` rY2s ´ rY1 X Y2s
For general n, a combinatorial proof of the collapse of terms can be deduced
by applying [16, Lemma 6.1.5] when µ11 “ . . . “ µ
1
k “ 1
1 for each k ď n in
order to cancel the terms with |µ| “ k.
(2) For general maps of varieties, we do not see the same collapse to a simpler
formula: for example, when X “ SpecFq2 and Y “ SpecFq, we obtain
rSpecFqs “ rC
11
{Y pXqsloooomoooon
“rSpecFq2 s
` rC1
2
{Y pXqsloooomoooon
“rSpecFqs
´ rC1
121
{Y pXqslooooomooooon
“rSpecFq2 s
.
In particular, the terms with |µ| “ 2 do not collapse here to give a single
copy of C1
2
{Y pXq.
Remark 7.2.3. One could ask whether motivic inclusion-exclusion holds already in
K0pVar{Y q (it does in characteristic zero, since then K0pVar{Y q “ K0ppVar{Y qRSq,
however, it seems likely that this fails in positive characteristic. For example, if we
apply it to the map SpecF2pt
1{2q Ñ SpecF2ptq, then motivic inclusion-exclusion
has only one non-zero term, µ “ 11, and thus if it held it would imply
rSpecF2pt
1{2qs “ rSpecF2ptqs in K0 pVar{F2ptqq .
We do not know whether this equality holds or not – cf. Remark 2.5.3.
It will also be useful to consider the following approximate version of motivic
inclusion-exclusion, which applies even when the map is not quasi-finite. To state
it, we need the following notation: for any partition µ, and non-negative integer k,
let Cµ,ěk{Y pXq be the constructible subset of C
µ
{Y pXq whose geometric points are
described by giving a geometric point y of Y having at least |µ| ` k pre-images
in X and a µ-configuration of points in the pre-image of y. Concretely, this is the
constructible subset of Cµ{Y pXq obtained as the image of C
µ¨˚k
{Y pXq under the map
“forget the ˚-labeled points”. Noting that CH{Y pXq “ Y , we also write Y
ěk for the
space CH,ěk{Y pXq.
Theorem 7.2.4 (Motivic inclusion-exclusion: approximate version). Let f : X Ñ Y
be a map of varieties over K. For m ą 0, in K0 ppVar{Y qRSq,
rfpXqs ´ rY ěms “
ÿ
µPQztHu
|µ|ăm
p´1q||µ||´1
´
rCµ{Y pXqs ´ rC
µ,ěm´|µ|
{Y pXqs
¯
,
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or, equivalently,
1´ rfpXqs “
ÿ
µPQ
|µ|ăm
p´1q||µ||
´
rCµ{Y pXqs ´ rC
µ,ěm´|µ|
{Y pXqs
¯
.
Remark 7.2.5. By applying the forgetful map, the identities in Theorems 7.2.1
and 7.2.4 also hold in K0pVar{Kq (or, more generally, if f : X Ñ Y is a map of
varieties over S, in K0pVar{Sq). This is particularly useful for the approximate
version, Theorem 7.2.4, which we will use in situations where the error terms can
be shown to have small dimension over the base S compared to the other terms, so
that they become negligible in the dimension topology.
Theorem 7.2.1 is a direct consequence of Theorem 7.2.4 since for a quasi-finite
map the error terms will vanish for m sufficiently large. In the other direction,
Theorem 7.2.4 can be deduced from Theorem 7.2.1 by restricting to the locus of
points in Y with fewer than m pre-images under f ; we will discuss this implication
in more detail in 7.4.
7.3. First proof of motivic inclusion-exclusion. Motivic inclusion-exclusion
was first used by Vakil-Wood in the proofof Theorem 1.1.3 of [22], where they
applied it in the special case that Y is the space of hypersurface sections of a
fixed projective variety and X is the space of hypersurface sections together with a
marked singular point. The argument they give is a motivic analog of the proof of
classical inclusion-exclusion of finite sets by starting with the naive guess and then
correcting for overlap; in the motivic setting, however, there is less cancellation,
and one must keep track of arbitrary configurations in the overlap. We reproduce
their argument carefully here to obtain a proof of Theorem 7.2.4.
Before beginning the proof, we introduce one more piece of notation. For
f : X Ñ Y a map of varieties over K, we write
C
µ,k
{Y pXq “ C
µ,ěk
{Y pXqzC
µ,ěk`1
{Y pXq,
the constructible subset of Cµ{Y pXq whose geometric points are described by giving
a point y P Y having exactly |µ| ` k pre-images in X and a |µ|-configuration of
points in the pre-image of y. In particular, by looking at geometric points we find
Lemma 7.3.1. The natural map Cµ¨˚
k,0
{Y pXq Ñ C
µ,k
{Y pXq is an isomorphism in
pVar{Y qRS.
Remark 7.3.2. The map in Lemma 7.3.1 is not in general a piecewise isomorphism
if the map f : X Ñ Y induces inseparable residue field extensions. This leads to
a gap in the positive characteristic case of Vakil-Wood’s proof of Theorem 1.1.3
in [22]: to obtain equation (3.1) of [22] they tacitly assume that
rCµ¨˚
k,0
{Y pXqs “ rC
µ,k
{Y pXqs in K0pVar{Kq.
Even in their specific setup this is not clearly the case, as the map X Ñ Y in
question can involve inseparable extensions: for example, one case they consider
has K “ F2, Y the affine space H
0pP1, Op2qq, and X Ă P1 ˆ Y the set of px, F q
such that V pF q is singular at x. Then, the F2ptq-point u
2 ´ tv2 of Y has a sin-
gle pre-image in X with residue field extension F2pt
1{2q{F2ptq, and at this point
motivic inclusion-exclusion in the regular/piecewise Grothendieck ring could fail
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as described in Remark 7.2.3. This gap can be fixed by passing to the quotient
K0 ppVar{KqRSq .
First proof of Theorem 7.2.4. To keep our formulas clean, we will write C‚ for
C‚{Y pXq. We first observe that, for any µ and k P Zě1,
Cµ “ Cµ,0 \ Cµ,1 \ . . .\ Cµ,k´1 \ Cµ,ěk.
Applying Lemma 7.3.1, we obtain
(7.3.2.1) rCµs “ rCµ,0s`rCµ¨˚,0s` . . .`rCµ¨˚
k´1,0s`rCµ,ěks in K0 ppVar{Y qRSq .
We then apply (7.3.2.1) iteratively to replace terms of the form rCµ,0s with Cµ and
terms involving larger partitions:
(7.3.2.2) 1´ rfpXq{Y s “ rCH,0s
“ rCHs ´ prC˚,0s ` rC˚
2,0s ` . . .` rC˚
m´1,0s ` rCH,ěmsq
“ rCHs ´ pprC˚s ´ prC˚¨‹,0s ` . . .` rC˚¨‹
m´2,0s ` rC˚,ěm´1sqq`
prC˚
2
s ´ prC˚
2¨‹,0s ` . . .` rC˚
2¨‹m´3,0s ` rC˚
2,ěm´2sqq ` . . .q
“ . . . “
ÿ
µPQ,|µ|ăm
p´1q||µ||
´
rCµs ´ rCµ,ěm´|µ|s
¯
.
Solving for rfpXq{Y s, we obtain the result.

As observed earlier, Theorem 7.2.4 easily implies Theorem 7.2.1, so that we have
now also proven the latter result.
7.4. Second proof of motivic inclusion-exclusion. We now give a proof of mo-
tivic inclusion-exclusion modeled on the proof of the categorified inclusion-exclusion
for finite sets, Theorem 7.1.2, given above. In particular, motivic Euler products
intervene in this proof (through motivic powers), which helps to explain why there
is a connection between motivic Euler products and motivic inclusion-exclusion in
the proofs of our main theorems.
The following lemma plays a key role:
Lemma 7.4.1. Let X ‰ H be a finite variety over a field K 1. Then
p1 ´ tqrXs
ˇˇˇ
t“1
“ 0
in K0 ppVar{K
1qRSq.
Proof. There is an integer n ą 0 such that for any algebraically closed field L{K 1,
#XpLq “ n – indeed, if we write
X “
ğ
SpecKi
for a finite set of finite extensions Ki{K
1, then n is the sum of the separable degrees
of Ki{K
1. In particular, by computing on geometric points, we find
(1) For |µ| ą n, CµX “ H.
(2) For |µ| ă n, the natural map
Cµ¨˚
n´|µ|
pXq Ñ CµpXq
is radicial surjective.
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Thus, in K0 ppVar{K
1qRSq,
p1´ tqrXs
ˇˇˇ
t“1
“
ÿ
µPQ, |µ|ďn
p´1q||µ||rCµXs
“
ÿ
µPQ, |µ|ăn
p´1q||µ||rCµXs `
ÿ
µPQ, |µ|“n
p´1q||µ||rCµXs
“
ÿ
µPQ, |µ|ăn
p´1q||µ||
´
rCµXs ´ rCµ¨˚
n´|µ|
Xs
¯
“ 0.

Remark 7.4.2. Lemma 7.4.1 can be read as saying that the motivic zeta function
of a non-empty zero-dimensional variety always has a pole at 1.
Remark 7.4.3. If X is finite e´tale (or even if a single Ki in the decomposition
X “
Ů
i SpecKi is separable over K
1), then the argument for Lemma 7.4.1 can be
modified to show p1 ´ tqrXs|t“1 “ 0 in K0pVar{K
1q. For X “ SpecK1 for K1{K
1
inseparable, it is not known whether this identity holds; it again boils down to
the question of equality between a field and a totally inseparable extension in the
Grothendieck ring (cf. Remarks 7.3.2, 7.2.3, and 2.5.3.)
Proof of Theorem 7.2.1. By Lemma 2.5.5 and compatibility with base change for
configuration spaces and images, it suffices to consider the case where the base is a
field, K 1. Then, X quasi-finite is either equal to the empty set or non-empty and
finite over K 1, and the desired statement is thatÿ
µPQzt0u
p´1q||µ||´1rCµpXqs “
#
1 if X ‰ H
0 if X “ H
in K0
`
pVar{K 1qRS
˘
.
The left-hand side is equal to 1´ p1´ tqrXs|t“1. We have p1´ tq
rHs “ p1´ tq0 “ 1,
so the desired result holds if X “ H. If X is non-empty, then the desired result
holds by Lemma 7.4.1. 
Remark 7.4.4. It should be possible to axiomatize the properties satisfied by the
categories pVar{KqRS and Fin.´ Set and then show that any such category admits
a theory of Euler products and an inclusion-exclusion principle which are related
as above. We hope to return to this question in future work.
It remains to deduce Theorem 7.2.4 from Theorem 7.2.1 in order for this proof to
stand as a complete alternative to the proof of motivic inclusion-exclusion offered
in 7.3.
Proof that Theorem 7.2.1 implies Theorem 7.2.4. Given f : X Ñ Y , consider the
constructible subset Y ăm “ Y zY ěm whose geometric points are those with fewer
than m pre-images under f . We write Xăm :“ X ˆY Y
ăm (which makes sense in
pVar{KqRS ), and f
ăm : Xăm Ñ Y ăm. Then, Theorem 7.2.1 implies that
(7.4.4.1) rfămpXămqs “
ÿ
µPQ,|µ|ăm
p´1q||µ||´1rCµ{Y ămpX
ămqs.
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This identity holds in K0pVar{Y
ămq, and thus also in K0pVar{Y q. On the other
hand, we find
rfămpXămqs “ rfpXqs ´ rY ěms
and the natural map
C
µ
{Y ămpX
ămq Ñ Cµ{Y pXq
induces an isomorphism in pVar{Y qRS
C
µ
{Y ămpX
ămq Ñ Cµ{Y pXqzC
µ,ěm´|µ|
{Y pXq.
Plugging into (7.4.4.1), we obtain the desired formula:
rfpXqs ´ rY ěms “
ÿ
µPQ,|µ|ăm
p´1q||µ||´1
´
rCµ{Y pXqs ´ rC
µ,ěm´|µ|
{Y pXqs
¯
.

8. Independent events in motivic probability
In this section we develop some basic formalism for studying independence in
motivic probability theory. The fundamental question we want to make precise
(and then answer) is, given an algebraic family of m-wise (e.g. pair-wise, triple-
wise, etc.) independent events, how can we approximate the motivic probability
of their union? Before delving into the motivic setting, we give a brief overview of
the classical phenomenon we are hoping to imitate. We only develop the minimum
amount of material on motivic probability needed to treat the problem at hand
with conceptual clarity; other foundational issues will be treated in more detail
in [3].
8.1. The underlying probabilistic mechanism.
8.1.1. Crash course in probability. Recall that a (classical) probability space is a
measure space Ω equipped with a measure ν such that νpΩq “ 1. Measurable sets
of Ω are called events, and the probability of an event E Ă Ω is νpEq. Measur-
able functions are called random variables, and given a random variable X , its
expectation is defined to be
ErXs :“
ż
Ω
Xdν.
A family of events E1, . . . , En are independent if, for any I Ă t1, . . . , nu,
(8.1.1.1) ν
˜č
iPI
Ei
¸
“
ź
iPI
νpEiq.
They are said to be m-wise independent if (8.1.1.1) is true for all I with |I| ď m.
8.1.2. Unions and independence. Let pΩ, νq be a probability space, and suppose
E1, . . . , En are events. If the Ei are independent, then we can compute νp
Ťn
i“1Eiq
in terms of the νpEiq: by de Moivre,
nď
i“1
Ei “
˜
nč
i“1
Eci
¸c
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and, since the complementary events Eci are also independent,
ν
˜
nď
i“1
Ei
¸
“ 1´
nź
i“1
νpEci q(8.1.2.1)
“ 1´
nź
i“1
p1 ´ νpEiqq.(8.1.2.2)
8.1.3. Categorification. What if the Ei are not independent? We can still obtain
a similar formula by categorifying de Moivre’s theorem: for an event E Ă Ω, we
consider the indicator random variable
XEpωq “
#
1 if ω P E
0 if ω R E.
We then have:
(1) ErXEs “ νpEq,
(2) XE ¨XE1 “ XEXE1 , and
(3) XEc “ 1´XE .
Using these rules, de Moivre can be written as:
(8.1.3.1) XŤEi “ 1´
nź
i“1
p1 ´XEiq
If the Ei are independent, then taking expectation (which commutes with multi-
plication for independent random variables), we find
ν
˜
nď
i“1
Ei
¸
“ E
“
XŤn
i“1 Ei
‰
“ 1´ E
«
nź
i“1
p1´XEiq
ff
“ 1´
nź
i“1
Erp1 ´XEiqs
“ 1´
nź
i“1
p1´ νpEiqq ,
and thus we recover (8.1.2.1) as a specialization of (8.1.3.1).
8.1.4. Inclusion-exclusion formula. In general, when the Ei are not necessarily in-
dependent, we can still expand (8.1.3.1) and take the expectation of each term to
obtain the inclusion-exclusion formula
(8.1.4.1) ν
˜
nď
i“1
Ei
¸
“
ÿ
IĂt1,...,nu,
I‰H
p´1q|I|´1ν
˜č
iPI
Ei
¸
.
8.1.5. m-wise independence. We are particularly interested in the situation where
the Ei are not necessarily independent, but are m-wise independent for some m
(e.g. pair-wise independent, triple-wise independent...). Then, we will have a nice
product formula for the terms in the inclusion-exclusion formula (8.1.4.1) with
|I| ď m, and we can treat the rest as an error term to be estimated in comparing
ν p
Ťn
i“1Eiq with
śn
i“1 νpEiq. A convenient way to keep track of the information
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provided by m-wise independence is to introduce a dummy variable t and consider
the polynomial
1´
nź
i“1
p1´XEitq.
If we evaluate at t “ 1, we obtain XŤn
i“1 Ei
; thus, if we take the expectation
coefficient by coefficient, we obtain a polynomial
1´ E
«
nź
i“1
p1´XEitq
ff
whose value at t “ 1 is ν p
Ťn
i“1 Eiq . On the other hand, if the Ei are m-wise
independent, then we have the following equality (where the subscript ď m denotes
truncation of the polynomial after the term tm):˜
1´ E
«
nź
i“1
p1´XEitq
ff¸
ďm
“
˜
1´
nź
i“1
E r1´XEits
¸
ďm
“
˜
1´
nź
i“1
p1´ νpEiqtq
¸
ďm
(8.1.5.1)
i.e., these polynomials have the same coefficients for t, t2, . . . , tm. Thus, in this case
the error in the approximation
(8.1.5.2) ν
˜
nď
i“1
Ei
¸
« 1´
nź
i“1
p1´ νpEiqq
is bounded by the sum of the absolute values of the higher order coefficients of
1´ E
«
nź
i“1
p1´XEitq
ff
and 1´
nź
i“1
p1´ νpEiqtq.
In particular, if other information allows us to show this sum is small, then (8.1.5.2)
is a good approximation.
Remark 8.1.6. A crucial point for us is that, although we first built these poly-
nomials using product formulas, the error in the final approximation has a simple
expression in terms of the coefficients. In the motivic setting, we will be taking
the union of an infinite family of events parameterized by a variety, and will have
no reasonable interpretation of what it means to form the corresponding products
except via a formal description of the coefficients of the power series. However,
since we will be using approximations obtained from m-wise independence, this is
exactly what we need!
8.2. A motivic analog.
8.2.1. Crash course in motivic probability. Let Ω be a variety over S, and assume
rΩs is invertible inMS .We consider the ringK0pVar{Ωq ofmotivic random variables
(cf. also [15, 16]) over Ω, equipped with the expectation function
E : K0pVar{Ωq Ñ MS
given by forgetting the structure morphism and dividing by rΩ{Ss, so that, e.g.,
E rF {Ωs “
rF {Ss
rΩ{Ss
.
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The pair pΩ,Eq is a motivic probability space.
An event on Ω is a constructible subset A Ă Ω, and the corresponding indicator
random variable is rAs P K0pVar{Ωq.
8.2.2. Families and linearity of expectation. A family of motivic random variables
on Ω, parameterized by J{S, is an element of K0pVar{J ˆS Ωq. A family of events
on Ω, parameterized by a variety J{S, is a constructible subset Φ Ă J ˆS Ω. The
corresponding family of indicator random variables is rΦs P K0pVar{J ˆS Ωq.
There is a natural fiberwise expectation map
EJ : K0pVar{J ˆS Ωq Ñ K0pVar{Jq
rF {J ˆS Ωs ÞÑ
rF {Js
rJ ˆS Ω{Js
PMJ .
The map EJ should be thought of as taking a family of random variables param-
eterized by J to the function on J that sends a point to the expectation of the
random variable parameterized by that point.
In this context, we will write
ş
J
for both of the natural forgetful maps
K0pVar{Jq Ñ K0pVar{Sq and K0pVar{J ˆS Ωq Ñ K0pVar{Ωq,
which are morphisms of K0pVar{Sq-modules. The map
ş
J
should be viewed as
summing up values of a function on J or summing up random variables in a family
parameterized by J . We have the following linearity of expectation:
(8.2.2.1) E
„ż
J
a

“
ż
J
EJ ras.
8.2.3. Independence in algebraic families.
Definition 8.2.4. A family of motivic random variables X on Ω, parameterized
by J{S, is strongly m-wise independent if, for all µ P Q such that |µ| ď m,
ECµ
{S
pJq
”
C
µ
JˆSΩ{Ω
pXq
ı
“ Cµ
J{S pEJ rXsq
in MCµ
{S
pJq.
Remark 8.2.5. Invoking linearity of expectation as in (8.2.2.1), we find that if X
is strongly m-wise independent, then
E
«ż
C
µ
{S
pJq
C
µ
JˆSΩ{Ω
pXq
ff
“
ż
C
µ
{S
pJq
C
µ
J{SpEJ rXsq in MS .
For this kind of identity, we will usually drop the integral signs indicating the
application of a forgetful map between Grothendieck rings. This will not cause
any ambiguity because our notation for expectation functions indicates where the
argument should be taken to live. Thus, we write simply,
E
”
C
µ
JˆSΩ{Ω
pXq
ı
“ Cµ
J{SpEJ rXsq in MS .
Remark 8.2.6. If we base change to a single configuration, strong m-wise inde-
pendence implies that the density of the intersection of the events attached to the
points in the configuration is is equal to the product of their individual densities,
as one would expect from the terminology. However, the full statement is stronger
than just requiring this independence for every set of distinct points, as it implies
some coherence of the punctual m-wise independence as we algebraically vary the
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points we are considering – thus the adjective “strongly” in the terminology strongly
m-wise independent.
8.2.7. Generating functions and m-wise independence. Applying the following the-
orem to the indicator random variable rΦs for a family of events Φ gives a motivic
analog of (8.1.5.1):
Theorem 8.2.8. If X is a strongly m-wise independent family of motivic random
variables on Ω, parameterized by J , then
(8.2.8.1)
¨˝
E
»– ź
jPJˆSΩ{Ω
p1 ´Xjtq
fifl‚˛
ďm
“
¨˝ ź
jPJ{S
p1 ´ ErXjstq‚˛
ďm
as polynomials with coefficients in MS. Note that here ErXjs, to be interpreted as
a family over J in the motivic Euler product, really means pEJ rXsqj.
Proof. By Proposition 6.3.1, the coefficient of tk on the left side of (8.2.8.1) is
E
»——– ÿ
µPQ
|µ|“k
p´1q||µ||
”
C
µ
JˆSΩ{Ω
pXq
ıfiffiffifl “ ÿ
µPQ
|µ|“k
p´1q||µ||E
”
C
µ
JˆSΩ{Ω
pXq
ı
.
Thus, for k ď m, invoking strong m-wise independence and linearity of expectation
as in Remark 8.2.5 allows us to simplify the coefficient of tk on the left side of
(8.2.8.1) to
(8.2.8.2)
ÿ
µPQ
|µ|“k
p´1q||µ||Cµ
J{SpEJ prXsqq.
Invoking Proposition 6.3.1 again shows that (8.2.8.2) is equal to the coefficient of tk
on the right-hand side of (8.2.8.1), and we conclude. 
Remark 8.2.9. Another notion of independence and its connection with moment
generating functions is used in [15, 16]. We will give a more complete study of
independence and moment generating functions for motivic random variables in [3],
encompassing the results presented here and in [15, 16].
9. Motivic probability problems from coherent sheaves
In this section we apply the formalism of the previous section to answer some
natural motivic probability problems on global sections of coherent sheaves.
9.1. The problems. Let f : X Ñ S be a map of varieties, and let B be a coherent
sheaf on X . Let A be a coherent sheaf on S equipped with a map φ : AÑ f˚B.
We can use the map φ to cut out a space of sections of A by imposing local
conditions along the fibers of B. Concretely, let T be a constructible subset of
VpBq. Then, for each geometric point x : SpecLÑ X , the fiber Tx is a constructible
subset of the affine space
VpBq|x “ ApB|xq – A
dimB|x
L .
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We view this set Tx as the set of conditions onVpAq. In particular, given a geometric
point s of S and a geometric point inX lying above s, we say that a P A|s satisfies T
at x if the image of a under the natural map
(9.1.0.1) φx : A|s
φ
ÝÑ ΓpXs,B|Xsq Ñ B|x
is in Tx. We say that a:
(1) satisfies T everywhere if it satisfies T at all such x.
(2) satisfies T somewhere if it satisfies T at some x.
(3) satisfies T nowhere or avoids T if it does not satisfy T at any x.
Example 9.1.1. If S “ SpecK, X “ P1K , B “ Opdq, and A “ ΓpP
1
K , Opdqq, the
space of degree d homogeneous polynomials in two variables, then we can consider
the condition T Ă VpOpdqq such that
(1) T8 “ t0u,
(2) T0 “ ApOpdq|0qzt0u,
(3) and Tx “ ApOpdq|xq for all x ‰ 0,8.
Then, the set of sections satisfying T everywhere is the set of degree d homogeneous
polynomials in two variables which vanish at 8 and do not vanish at 0.
We may consider the set VpAqT´somewhere of a P VpAq such that the correspond-
ing section satisfies T somewhere. Similarly, we may consider analogous sets for
nowhere and everywhere, but these are all related in the obvious way by comple-
ments (denoted with a superscript c):
VpAqT´everywhere “ VpAqT
c´nowhere “
´
VpAqT
c´somewhere
¯c
.
Thus, in the following discussion we will focus on the “somewhere” condition.
The set VpAqT´somewhere is constructible: indeed, if we consider the geometric
realization of the map φX : f
˚AÑ B adjoint to φ,
φX : VpAq ˆS X Ñ VpBq
and we write πA for the projection VpAq ˆS X Ñ VpAq, then
VpAqT´somewhere “ πApφ
´1
X pT qq
By Chevalley’s theorem, we conclude that VpAqT´somewhere is constructible.
Thus, VpAqT´somewhere is an event on the motivic probability space VpAq.
Question 9.1.2. What is the motivic probability
ErrVpAqT´somewheress “
rVpAqT´somewheres
rVpAqs
in MS?
9.2. An approximate answer. To answer this question, one should think of
VpAqT´somewhere as being the union of the family φ´1X pT q of events “satisfies T
at x” over x in X . If we fix a geometric point x, then, as long as the map φx in
(9.1.0.1) is surjective, the motivic density of sections satisfying T at x will be
(9.2.0.1)
rTxs
rVpBqxs
“
rTxs
LdimB|x
.
Moreover, if φx1 , . . . , φxk are jointly surjective, then these events will behave as if
they are independent: the motivic density of sections satisfying T at each of the
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distinct points x1, x2, . . . , xk will be the product of the densities for each point. If
such joint surjectivity holds for any choice of x1, . . . , xk for k ď m, we say that
φ is m-generating. We will see that when φ is m-generating, the family of events
is m-wise independent, and we can try to carry out the strategy outlined in the
classical case for computing the density of the union. More precisely, under a
natural condition on T that allows us to control the error terms, we will show:
Theorem 9.2.1. If T is M -admissible (to be defined below) and φ is m-generating,
then, in xMS,
1´
rVpAqT´somewheres
rVpAqs
“
ź
xPX{S
ˆ
1´
rT sx
rVpBqsx
t
˙ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
t“1
mod Fil´m`M .
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of this theorem. In 9.2.2 we
introduce the notion of m-generating map, and prove in Lemma 9.2.4 that if φ is
m-generating, then the family of events φ´1X pT q is stronglym-wise independent with
the expected motivic density (9.2.0.1) relatively to X . The notion of admissibility
and its consequences are studied in 9.2.5. In particular, Lemma 9.2.8 shows that
the motivic Euler product in the statement of theorem 9.2.1 converges, and is equal
modulo Fil´m`M to its truncation up to degree m. We apply the approximate ver-
sion of motivic inclusion-exclusion in p9.2.9.1q to estimate 1´ rVpAq
T´somewheres
rVpAqs . The
error terms are bounded appropriately in Lemma 9.2.10 thanks to the admissibility
condition. For the other terms, we use strong m-wise independence in the form of
Theorem 8.2.8, together with the value of the motivic density, to rewrite them as
the aforementioned truncation of the Euler product in the right-hand side of the
statement of Theorem 9.2.1.
9.2.2. m-generation and independence. Recall that given a geometric point x :
SpecLÑ X with image s P SpLq, we wrote φx for the composition
A|s
φ
ÝÑ pf˚Bq|s Ñ ΓpXs,B|Xsq Ñ B|x.
Definition 9.2.3. The map φ is m-generating if, for any algebraically closed L{K,
any s P SpLq, and any distinct x1, . . . , xk P XspLq, k ď m, the map
A|s
pφx1 ,...,φxkq
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
kà
i“1
Bxi
is surjective.
Equivalently, φ is m-generating if for anyµ P Q such that |µ| ď m, the map
φµ : f
˚
µAÑ C
µ
X{SpBq
is a surjective map of coherent sheaves on Cµ{SpXq.
Lemma 9.2.4. If φ is m-generating for m ě 1, then, for any constructible subset
T Ă VpBq, viewing φ´1X pT q as a family of events on VpAq parameterized by X, we
have
EX
“
φ´1X pT q
‰
“
rT {Xs
rVpBq{Xs
PMX
and φ´1X pT q is strongly m-wise independent.
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Proof. Let µ P Q be such that |µ| ď m. We note that because φ´1X pT q is a con-
structible subset of X ˆS VpAq, we have that
C
µ
XˆSVpAq{VpAq
pφ´1X pT qq “ C
µ
{VpAqpφ
´1
X pT qq.
We now give another characterization of the constructible subset Cµ{VpAqpφ
´1
X pT qq
inside Cµ{SpXqˆSVpAq. Taking the geometric realization of φµ and invoking Lemma
4.4.1, we obtain a map
φµ : C
µ
{SpXq ˆS VpAq Ñ VpC
µ
X{SpBqq “ C
µ
X{SpVpBqq
in
´
Var{Cµ{SpXq
¯
C
µ
{S
pXq´PW
. Then, comparing geometric points and using Lemma
2.4.3, we find
C
µ
{VpAqpφ
´1
X pT qq “ φ
´1
µ
´
C
µ
X{SpT q
¯
as constructible subsets of Cµ{SpXq ˆS VpAq.
By Corollary 4.3.3,
”
φ´1µ
´
C
µ
X{SpT q
¯ı
“
”
C
µ
{SpXq ˆS VpAq
ı
”
C
µ
X{SpVpBqq
ı ”Cµ
X{SpT q
ı
“
”
C
µ
{SpXq ˆS VpAq
ı
¨ Cµ
X{S
ˆ
rT {Xs
rVpBq{Xs
˙
in MCµ
{S
pXq. Dividing, we obtain”
C
µ
{VpAqpφ
´1
X pT qq
ı
rCµ{SpXq ˆS VpAqs
“ Cµ
X{S
ˆ
rT {Xs
rVpBq{Xs
˙
in MCµ
{S
pXq. For µ “ 1
1, this gives us the first statement of the lemma. Now, for
general µ such that |µ| ď m, the left-hand side is
ECµ
{S
pXq
”
C
µ
{VpAqpφ
´1
X pT qq
ı
and using the expression we obtained for EX rφ
´1
X pT qs, the right-hand side is
C
µ
X{S
`
EX rφ
´1
X pT qs
˘
,
thus we conclude. 
9.2.5. Admissibility. We now introduce the notion of an admissible condition, which
will allow us to control the error terms in Theorem 9.2.1.
Qualitatively, a condition T is admissible if the dimension of Tx is large only
along a low-dimensional subvariety of X . To turn this into a useful definition, we
need a precise relationship between these dimensions: when S is a point, we will say
that T is admissible if, after removing a finite subvariety, X can be decomposed into
locally closed subvarieties Xi such that for each i and each x P Xi the codimension
of Tx in VpBqx is at least one more than the dimension of Xi at x.
For general S, we will extend this definition in the natural way. For applications,
it will also be important to remember the size of the finite set we remove; thus, in
full generality we obtain:
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Definition 9.2.6. A condition T Ă VpBq is M -admissible if there exists a con-
structible A Ă X such that A{S is quasi-finite of degree bounded by M , and a
piecewise isomorphism X 1 Ñ XzA such that for every x P X 1,
dimTx ď dimB|x ´ pdimxX
1
fpxq ` 1q.
Example 9.2.7. In this example we explain how this definition of M -admissible
reduces in a special case to the simpler definition given in the context of Theorem A
(in Definition 1.2.5 of the introduction). Suppose K is a field, X{K is equidimen-
sional of dimension n, and B is locally free of rank r; then, VpBq is equidimensional
of dimension n` r. We claim that T Ă VpBq is M -admissible in the sense of Def-
inition 9.2.6 if and only if there exists a finite subscheme A Ă X of degree ď M
over K such that T |XzA has codimension at least n` 1 in VpBq|XzA.
By replacing X with XzA we may assumeM “ 0 (going either direction). If T is
0-admissible in the sense of Definition 9.2.6, then we obtain a piecewise isomorphism
X 1 Ñ X such that for every x P X 1,
dimTx ď r ´ pdimxX
1
fpxq ` 1q.
We may write X 1 as a finite disjoint union of irreducible locally closed subvarieties
Xi Ă X – then it suffices to show that T |Xi has codimension at least n ` 1 in
VpBq|XzA. We still have that for all x P Xi.
dimTx ď r ´ pdimxXifpxq ` 1q,
thus we conclude that TXi has dimension ď r ´ 1, and thus codimension n ` 1 in
VpBq|XzA.
To go the other direction, we can stratify X according to the dimension of fibers
of T , and this stratification will witness admissibility in the sense of Definition 9.2.6
(otherwise there will be an entire stratum where the condition on dimTx fails, and
this will contradict the hypothesis on the codimension).
Lemma 9.2.8. If T is M -admissible, thenź
xPX{S
ˆ
1´
rT sx
rVpBqsx
˙
converges at t “ 1 in xMS. More precisely, for each k the coefficient of tk is in
Fil´k`M , so in particular, for any m ą 0,¨˝ ź
xPX{S
ˆ
1´
rT sx
rVpBqsx
t
˙‚˛ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
t“1
”
¨˝ ź
xPX{S
ˆ
1´
rT sx
rVpBqs
˙‚˛
ďm
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
t“1
mod Fil´m`M
Proof. We first show the result when M “ 0. By Corollary 6.3.3, the coefficient
of tk is a sum of terms of the form
rCµ
X{SpT qs
rVpCµ
X{SpBqqs
“ rCµ
X{SpT qs ¨ L
´ dimCµ
X{S
pBq
over all µ P Q such that |µ| “ k. We examine each of these terms:
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Above a geometric point corresponding to the configuration c “ px1, . . . , xkq
in Xs, we find, by admissibility,
dimCµ
X{SpT qc “
kÿ
i“1
dimTxi
ď
kÿ
i“1
`
dimB|xi ´ pdimxi X
1
s ` 1q
˘
ď dimCµ
X{SpBq|c ´ dimc
´
C
µ
{SpXqs
¯
´ k.
Thus, by invoking Lemma 2.6.2 with
gpcq “ dimCµ
X{SpBq|c ´ k,
we find this term is in Fil´k, as desired.
In general, we may take A and X 1 witnessing the M -admissibility of T , then
factor the product as ¨˝ ź
xPA{S
. . .‚˛¨
¨˝ ź
xPX1{S
. . .‚˛.
T |X1 is 0-admissible, so the previous result applies to the right-hand product. On
the other hand, for the product over A, we find all the coefficients are in Fil0:
indeed,
dimCµ
A{SpT |A{Aqc ď dimC
µ
X{SpBq|c,
and since Cµ
A{S is of relative dimension zero over S, we can again apply Lemma
2.6.2 to conclude that the corresponding term is in in Fil0. Because the fiber size
is bounded by M , only coefficients up to tM are non-zero. We conclude that in the
full product, the coefficient of tk is congruent to zero mod Fil´k`M . In particular,
the radius of convergence is at most ´1, and the series can be evaluated at t “ 1.

9.2.9. Estimating the error terms. We can now prove Theorem 9.2.1. First, we
observe that by approximate motivic inclusion-exclusion (Theorem 7.2.4),
1´ rVpAqT´somewheres “
ÿ
µPQ
|µ|ăm
p´1q||µ||
”
C
µ
{VpAqpφ
´1
X pT qq
ı
(9.2.9.1)
´
ÿ
µPQ
|µ|ăm
p´1q||µ||
”
C
µ,ěm´|µ|
{VpAq pφ
´1
X pT qq
ı
.
We will eliminate the error terms appearing on the second line of (9.2.9.1) using
Lemma 9.2.10. For |µ| ă m,”
C
µ,ěm´|µ|
{VpAq pφ
´1
X pT qq
ı
rVpAqs
P Fil´m`M .
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We finish the proof of Theorem 9.2.1 before returning to prove Lemma 9.2.10:
Invoking Lemma 9.2.10 to kill the error terms on the right hand side of (9.2.9.1),
we find
1´ rVpAqT´somewheres
VpAq
“¨˝
E
»– ź
xPXˆSVpAq{VpAq
`
1´ rφ´1X pT qsx
˘fifl‚˛
ďm
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
t“1
mod Fil´m`M .
By Lemma 9.2.4 and Theorem 8.2.8, we can rewrite this as
1´ rVpAqT´somewheres
VpAq
“
ź
xPX
ˆ
1´
rT sx
rVpBqsx
t
˙
ďm
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
t“1
mod Fil´m`M .
And, by Lemma 9.2.8, we obtain
1´ rVpAqT´somewheres
VpAq
“
ź
xPX
ˆ
1´
rT sx
rVpBqsx
t
˙ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
t“1
mod Fil´m`M ,
proving Theorem 9.2.1.
Proof of Lemma 9.2.10. Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 9.2.4, we find that for
any |µ| ď m, we have, in
´
Var{Cµ{SpXq
¯
PW
,
C
µ
{VpAqpφ
´1
X pT qq “ φ
´1
µ
´
C
µ
X{SpT q
¯
“ A
dim f˚µ A´dimC
µ
X{S
B
ˆCµ
{S
pXq C
µ
X{SpT q
We assume first that T is 0-admissible, and replace X with a piecewise decom-
position X 1 witnessing the admissibility. Computing above c P Cµ{SpXqs as in the
proof of Lemma 9.2.8, we find
dimCµ{VpAqpφ
´1
X pT qqc ď dim f
˚
µA´ dimcC
µ
{SpXqs ´ |µ|.
Decomposing S we may assume dim f˚µA “ f
˚
µ dimA “ r is constant. Using the
method of the proof of Lemma 2.6.2, we can thus decompose Cµ{VpAqpφ
´1
X pT qq into
irreducible subvarieties such that each subvariety has dimension ď r ´ |µ| over S.
In particular, taking |µ| ă m we may apply this computation to µ ¨ ˚m´|µ|.
Thus, Cµ,ěm´µ{VpAq pφ
´1
X pT qq is the image of a disjoint union of irreducible varieties of
dimension ď r ´m over S, thus
dim{S C
µ,ěm´µ
{VpAq pφ
´1
X pT qq ď r ´m.
Dividing by rVpAqs gives an element of Fil´m, completing the proof in the 0-
admissible case.
When T is M -admissible for M ą 0, we argue similarly, first decomposing con-
figuration spaces into products according to points in A and X 1 witnessing the
admissibility.

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9.3. Taylor conditions. As a special case of Theorem 9.2.1, we obtain:
Theorem 9.3.1. Let f : X Ñ S be a map of varieties, let F be coherent sheaf
on S, and let G Ñ f˚F be an r-infinitesimally m-generating set of global sections.
If T is a constructible subset of Pr
X{SpFq such that T
c is M -admissible, viewed as
a local condition on G via Taylorr : f˚G Ñ Pr
X{SpFq, then
rVpGqT´everywheres
rVpGqs
“
ź
xPX{S
˜
1´
rT csx
rVpPr
X{SpFqqsx
t
¸ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
t“1
mod Fil´m`M
Proof. We apply Theorem 9.2.1 with A “ G, B “ Pr
X{SpFq, and φ “ Taylor
r; the
map φ is m-generating by definition of r-infinitesimally m-generating. We obtain
rVpGqT´everywheres
rVpGqs
“ 1´
rVpGqT
c´somewheres
rVpGqs
“
ź
xPX{S
˜
1´
rT csx
rVpPr
X{SpFqqsx
t
¸ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
t“1
mod Fil´m`M .

We obtain Theorem B from Theorem 9.3.1 by using Example 5.4.6 to control
how large d needs to be for f˚Fpdq to be r-infinitesimallym-generating. Theorem A
follows from Theorem B after taking into account Example 9.2.7 to compare the
two notions of admissibility and using Example 5.4.3 to obtain a precise value of ǫ.
10. Applications
In this section we present some applications of Theorem B (and Theorem 9.3.1)
to concrete problems in motivic statistics. Our goal is not to give an exhaustive
list, but rather to discuss some interesting examples that illustrate how the theorem
can be used in practice. Many of our examples are motivic analogs of results in
arithmetic statistics that can be found in the literature, and it seems likely that
for any natural3 statement in arithmetic statistics that can be proven via Poonen’s
sieving method, our Theorem B (or Theorem 9.3.1) can be used to give a motivic
analog.
10.1. Hypersurfaces transverse to a quasi-projective variety. The following
theorem computes the asymptotic motivic density of hypersurfaces transverse to a
fixed quasi-projective variety with isolated singularities. It is a straightforward
application of Theorem A and the Euler product for the Kapranov zeta function
(as in Example 6.1.11).
Theorem 10.1.1. Let X Ă Pn
C
be an irreducible locally closed subvariety with iso-
lated singularities. Let Ud be the constructible subset of
Vd :“ H
0pPnC,Opdqq
consisting of sections that intersect X transversely. Then,
lim
dÑ8
rUds
rVds
“
´
Z
Kap
Xsmooth
´
L
´pdimX`1q
¯¯´1
¨ p1´ L´1q#Xsing ,
3of course one can cook up examples where Poonen’s general theorem applies but the Taylor
conditions are not constructible, but we claim these are not natural!
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where we have written Xsing for the singular locus of X, a finite collection of points,
and Xsmooth “ X ´Xsing for the smooth locus.
10.2. Smooth complete intersections in Pn. Let K be a field. The following
theorem gives the motivic analog of a point-counting result of Bucur and Kedlaya [4]
on smooth intersections in PnK .
Theorem 10.2.1. Fix 1 ď k ď n and, for d “ pd1, . . . , dkq, let Ud be the con-
structible subset of Vd “ H
0pPnK ,Opd1q ‘ . . . ‘ Opdkqq consisting of k-tuples of
hypersurfaces intersecting transversely (i.e. cutting out a smooth variety of dimen-
sion n´ k). Define
Lpn, kq :“
k´1ź
j“0
p1 ´ L´n`jq P K0pVar{Kq.
Then,
lim
minpdiqÑ8
rUds
rVds
“
ź
xPPn
`
1´ L´kp1´ Lpn, kqq ¨ t
˘ˇˇˇˇˇ
t“1
in
yĄMK
Remark 10.2.2. Using numerical computations, Bucur and Kedlaya have observed
that the corresponding arithmetic Euler product does not appear to be a rational
number when n ě k ě 2; if this holds, then the Euler product cannot have a
finite formula in terms of special values of zeta functions. Nevertheless, one could
have used the power structure [14] on the Grothendieck ring of varieties to express
the motivic probability in Theorem 10.2.1; however, just as in the proof of the
main theorem on motivic random variables in [16], the power structure alone does
not seem to be a sufficiently versatile tool to prove Theorem 10.2.1 without the
intervention of motivic Euler products in computations.
Proof. For any d, we consider the Taylor condition
T Ă P1pOpd1q ‘ . . .‘Opdkqq “ P
1pOpd1qq ‘ . . .‘ P
1pOpdkqq
given by asking that for a k-tuple of sections pf1, . . . , fkq, at any point, either
f1, . . . , fk do not all vanish, or they all vanish and their gradients are linearly inde-
pendent. Then, for any point x, T cx corresponds to those k-tuples where f1, . . . , fk
all vanish at x, and with linearly dependent gradients.
We first check that T c is 0-admissible. The set of k-tuples of linearly dependent
vectors in a vector space of dimension n is of dimension pn ` 1qpk ´ 1q. Thus, for
every x, the set T cx is of codimension pn ` 1qk ´ pn ` 1qpk ´ 1q “ n ` 1 in the
corresponding fiber of the bundle of principal parts.
We compute
rT csx
rP1pOpd1q ‘ . . .‘Opdkqqsx
“ L´k ˆ
Lnk ´ pLn ´ 1qpLn ´ Lq . . . pLn ´ Lk´1q
Lnk
“ L´kp1´ Lpn, kqq.
By example 5.4.3, for any m, ΓpPnK ,Opdiqq is 1-infinitesimally m-generating
for di sufficiently large. We may deduce from this that ΓpP
n
K ,‘
k
i“1Opdiqq is 1-
infinitesimally m-generating when minpdiq is sufficiently large, and we may apply
Theorem 9.3.1 to conclude. 
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10.3. Hypersurfaces with exactly m singular points. Let Y be a quasi-projec-
tive variety over K. Following [22], for every integer n ě 0, denote by SymnrmspY q
the locally closed subset of SymnpY q consisting of unordered n-tuples of points
supported on exactly m distinct geometric points. Denote by
Z
Kap,rms
Y ptq “
ÿ
ně0
SymnrmspY qt
n P K0pVarKqrrtss
the corresponding generating function. In [22], Vakil and Wood prove the following
theorem (modulo the correction of working in the modified Grothendieck ring):
Theorem 10.3.1 (Vakil-Wood). Let Y be a smooth projective variety of pure
dimension n ą 0, with an ample line bundle L. Denote by U
rms
d the subset of
Vd “ H
0pY, Ldq of sections singular at exactly m distinct geometric points. Then
lim
dÑ8
”
U
rms
d
ı
rVds
“
Z
Kap,rms
Y pL
´pn`1qq
Z
Kap
Y pL
´pn`1qq
in
yĄMK
The existence of this result moreover prompted them to conjecture the arith-
metic analog of the latter, which was later proved by Gunther [13]. While the proof
of Vakil and Wood’s result in [22] is quite lengthy and involves some intricate com-
binatorics, Gunther’s proof of the arithmetic analog is surprisingly simple: for every
possible configuration of m singular geometric points, he sums the corresponding
limit in Poonen’s theorem with Taylor conditions, where the imposed Taylor con-
dition is to be singular at the m chosen points and smooth elsewhere. Since we are
working over finite fields, the resulting sum is finite and gives the desired limit.
In the motivic setting, there is no longer a finite set of possible configurations,
so we cannot simply add up the Euler products. Nonetheless, there is a natural
way to integrate over all possible configurations: we may take the relative Euler
product, which gives a power series with coefficients in the relative Grothendieck
ring K0pVar{C
mpY qq; to integrate, we simply forget the map to CmpY q, to get a
power series with coefficients in K0pVar{Kq.
In this section, using this idea and theorem 9.3.1, we will give a proof of theorem
10.3.1 closer to the spirit of Gunther’s proof. We start by giving a formula for
Z
Kap,rms
Y ptq in terms of motivic Euler products. Given a variety S and a power
series f P K0pVar{Sqrrtss, we write
ş
S
f for the power series inK0pVar{Kqrrtss given
by forgetting the structure map to S for each coefficient. We write
cm “ tpy, cq P Y ˆ C
mY, y P |c|u
for the universal configuration of m-points over CmY .
Example 10.3.2. We have
(10.3.2.1) Z
Kap,rms
Y ptq “
ż
CmY
ź
yPcm{CmY
t
1´ t
,
in K0pVar{Kq, sinceź
yPcm{CmY
pt` t2 ` . . .q “
ÿ
µ“pmiqiě1ř
mi“m
C
µ
{CmY pcmqt
ř
µ
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by (6.1.12.1), so that, for every given configuration c of m geometric points of Y
and for every integer n, the right-hand side of (10.3.2.1) sums over all effective
zero-cycles of degree n on Y supported on exactly these m points.
We now turn to our proof of theorem 10.3.1. Put S “ CmY and X “ Y ˆCmY ,
viewed as a variety over S via the second projection. We denote by L˜ the pullback
of the line bundle L to X . In terms of bundles of principal parts, we have P1{SpL˜
dq “
pr˚1P
1pLdq. We define the Taylor condition T Ă P1{SpL˜
dq by :
T|cm “ zero section of P
1
{SpL˜
dq|cm ,
and
T|X´cm “ complement of zero section in P
1
{SpL˜
dq|X´cm .
We clearly have that T c is m-admissible. Applying Theorem B, we deduce that, in
K0pVar{Sq,
(10.3.2.2) lim
dÑ8
rpr2,˚pL˜
dqT ´everywheres
rpr2,˚pL˜
dqs
“
ź
xPX{S
ˆ
1´
rT csx
rP 1pL˜dqsx
t
˙ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
t“1
On the left-hand side of (10.3.2.2), we have pr2,˚pL˜
dq “ H0pX,Ldq ˆK S, and
pr2,˚pL˜
dqT ´everywhere “ tpf, cq P H0pY, Ldq ˆ S, f is singular exactly at |c|u,
so that after applying the forgetful map to K0pVar{Kq, this limit is the one we
are looking for. The Euler product on the right-hand side of (10.3.2.2) may be
rewritten ź
xPX´cm{S
´
1´ L´pn`1qt
¯ ź
xPcm{S
p1´ p1 ´ L´pn`1qqtq.
“
ź
xPX{S
p1´ L´pn`1qtq
ź
xPcm{S
p1´ p1´ L´pn`1qqtq
p1´ L´pn`1qtq
.
Applying
ş
S
(which is a morphism of K0pVar{Kq-modules on each coefficient), we
get
Z
Kap
Y pL
´pn`1qtq´1
ż
S
ź
xPcm{S
p1´ p1 ´ L´pn`1qqtq
p1´ L´pn`1qtq
.
The latter evaluated at t “ 1 is equal to
Z
Kap
Y pL
´pn`1qq´1
ż
CmY
ź
yPcm{CmY
t
1´ t
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
t“L´pn`1q
,
which, using (10.3.2.1), gives us the result.
Remark 10.3.3. This method allows us to compute the limiting probability of
the following more general problem: given a partition τ and subsets U, T Ă PspLdq
such that U c is admissible, what is the motivic density of the constructible set
V τU,T,d of pairs
pc, F q P CτY ˆ Vd.
such that the Taylor expansion of F lies in T at the points of |c| and in U at all
other points? Here one should think of U as describing the ambient condition, and
T as describing a special condition only required along a finite set of points.
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10.4. Smooth hypersurfaces containing a subvariety. Let V Ă PnK be an
arbitrary subvariety with ideal sheaf I. Applying Theorem B with X “ PnK , L “
Op1q, and F “ I, we obtain a motivic analog of [13, Corollary 1.4] (see also [23]);
we leave the details to the interested reader.
10.5. Semi-ample Bertini. The following theorem is a motivic analog of the semi-
ample Bertini theorem of Erman and Wood [9].
Theorem 10.5.1. Let X{C be a projective variety equipped with a globally gener-
ated line bundle S, and consider the induced map
fS : X Ñ PpH
0pX,Sq˚q.
Let L be an ample line bundle on X, let Un,d denote the constructible subset of
Vn,d “ H
0pX,Ln b Sdq consisting of sections with smooth vanishing locus, and let
Tn,d Ă Vn,d ˆ PpH
0pX,Sq˚q be the constructible subset consisting of pairs pa, sq
such that the vanishing locus of a is smooth along the fiber f´1S psq. Then, for any
fixed sufficiently large n,
lim
dÑ8
rUn,ds
rVn,ds
“ lim
dÑ8
ź
xPPpH0pX,Sq˚q
ˆ
1´
rT cn,dsx
rVn,ds
t
˙ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
t“1
.
Remark 10.5.2. If S is not the trivial bundle then the sequence of Euler products
on the right-hand side stabilizes for d sufficiently large. If S is the trivial bundle,
then the statement is a tautology as for each d the dth terms of both sides agree.
Proof. The strategy of the proof is to invoke Theorem B after pushing forward
the entire situation to P :“ PpH0pX,Sq˚q (in particular, because the pushforward
of a line bundle is in general just a coherent sheaf and not a vector bundle, it is
crucial that we allowed this generality in Theorem B). Smoothness along the fiber
is remembered by the first sheaf of principal parts after the pushforward, because
the fiber of this sheaf at a point is given by sections over the first infinitesimal
neighborhood. The only subtlety is then to verify that the complementary Taylor
condition of being singular along the fiber is admissible, which requires passing to
a sufficiently large power of L.
We write P :“ PpH0pX,Sq˚q and M “ fS˚L
n, a coherent sheaf on P. Then, by
the projection formula,
fS˚pL
n b Sdq “Mpdq,
so that we have
H0pP,Mpdqq “ H0pP, fS˚pL
n b Sdqq “ H0pX,Ln b Sdq “ Vn,d.
Theorem B applied to M implies that for any Taylor condition T on global
sections of Mpdq with admissible complement, we have
rH0pP,MpdqqT´everywheres
rH0pP,Mpdqqs
“
ź
xPP
ˆ
1´
rT csx
rVpP1pMpdqqqsx
t
˙ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
t“1
`OpL´ǫdq
The idea is to deduce the result from this by applying it to a well-chosen Taylor
condition T .
Take n large enough so that Ln is 1-infinitesimally 1-generating. Then, since S
is globally generated, by Remark 5.4.2 we have that Ln b Sd is 1-infinitesimally
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1-generating for any d ą 0, so the Taylor expansion map
Taylor : H0pX,Ln b Sdq ˆX Ñ P1pLn b Sdq
is surjective. We consider the Taylor condition T 1 Ă P1pLn b Sdq given by the
complement of the zero section. Note that via the map
idˆ fS : Vn,d ˆX Ñ Vn,d ˆ P,
we have
T cn,d “ pidˆ fSqpTaylor
´1pT 1cqq.
By definition, we have dimTaylor´1pT 1qx “ dim Vn,d ´ dimX ´ 1 for any x P X .
This allows us to bound the codimension of T cn,d. Indeed, up to stratifying fS into
irreducible pieces with fibers of constant dimension, assume all of the fibers of fS
have the same dimension. Then we have
dimpT cn,dq|s ď dimT
1c
x ` dim f
´1
S
psq “ dimVn,d ´ pdimX ` 1q ` dim f
´1
S
psq,
so that
codimpT cn,dq|s ě dimX ` 1´ dim f
´1
S
psq “ dimP` 1
On the other hand, Vn,d ˆ P may be rewritten as H
0pP,Mpdqq ˆ P, and we have
the Taylor expansion map
Taylor : H0pP,Mpdqq ˆ PÑ VpP1pMpdqqq,
which is surjective for d sufficiently large. Consider the image T of Tn,d. Because
smoothness along the fiber is remembered by P1pMpdqq, we have Taylor´1pT cq “
T cn,d. This shows that T
c and T cn,d have the same codimension, which proves ad-
missibility of T c. Moreover, by Corollary 4.3.3, this gives us the equality
rT cn,ds
rVn,ds
“
rT cs
rVpP1pMpdqqqs
in MP which allows us to conclude.

10.6. Surjections onto vector bundles. The following application of Theorem B
was communicated to us by Benjamin Fayyazuddin Ljungberg; a special case is used
in his proof [10] of instances of the motivic Tamagawa number conjecture.
Theorem 10.6.1. Let f : X Ñ S be a smooth projective curve, and let V be a
vector bundle of rank n on X. Let Ud{S be the open subset of surjections from
Op´dqn`1 onto V inside the space of all maps
Vd :“ V
`
f˚HompOp´dq
n`1,Vq
˘
.
Then, in
yĄMS,
lim
dÑ8
rUds
rVds
“ ZX{Spn` 1q ¨ . . . ¨ ZX{Sp2q
where ZX{Spkq denotes Z
Kap
X{SpL
´kq.
Proof. We write
Hd “ Opdq bO
n`1 b V “ pOp´dqn`1q˚ b V “ HompOp´dqn`1,Vq
Writing Hd also for the total space, we define Td to be open subset given by surjec-
tions in each fiber, which we view as a 0-infinitesimal Taylor condition on Hd. An
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equivalent definition of Td is as the locus where the dual map is an injection, and
using this description, by Noetherian induction we find that in K0pVar{Xq,
rTd{Xs “ pL
n`1 ´ 1q ¨ . . . ¨ pLn`1 ´ Ln´1q.
As rHd{Xs “ L
npn`1q, we obtain
rTd{Xs
rHd{Xs
“ p1´ L´pn`1qq ¨ . . . ¨ p1´ L´2q.
We write GSd for the space of global surjections, i.e. the constructible subset of
the total space of f˚Hd satisfying the condition Td at each point of X . Because
the complement of Td in Hd has codimension 2 (relative over S), Theorem B gives
that in
yĄMS ,
lim
dÑ8
rGSds
rf˚Hds
“
ź
xPX{S
´
1´ p1´ p1´ L´pn`1qq ¨ . . . ¨ p1´ L´2qqt
¯ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
t“1
We show now that the value on the right-hand side is equal to the product of
motivic zeta values
ZX{Spn` 1q ¨ . . . ¨ ZX{Sp2q.
This product of zeta values can be expressed using motivic Euler products as
(10.6.1.1)
ź
xPX{S
p1 ´ L´pn`1qt1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
t1“1
¨ . . . ¨
ź
xPX{S
p1´ L´2tnq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
tn“1
“
¨˝ ź
xPX{S
p1´ L´pn`1qt1q ¨ . . . ¨ p1´ L
´2tnq‚˛ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
t1“1,...,tn“1
.
Now, by expanding the products, we find that both
p1´ L´pn`1qt1q ¨ . . . ¨ p1´ L
´2tnq and 1´ p1 ´ p1´ L
´pn`1qq ¨ . . . ¨ p1 ´ L´2qqt
can be obtained via different monomial substitutions from a single power series in
variables sI for I a non-empty subset of t1, . . . , nu. The Euler product for this
power series converges when all of the sI are evaluated at 1, and thus, by applying
Lemma 6.5.1 and evaluating all variables to 1, we find that
ź
xPX{S
´
1´ p1´ p1´ L´pn`1qq ¨ . . . ¨ p1´ L´2qqt
¯ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
t“1
“ ZX{Spn` 1q ¨ . . . ZX{Sp2q.

11. An analytic unification of arithmetic and motivic statistics
In this section, we explain how Poonen’s finite field Bertini theorem and Vakil-
Wood’s motivic analog (in the Grothendieck ring of varieties over a finite field) can
be unified by a single analytic conjecture about Hasse-Weil zeta functions. This
discussion can be extended to a unification of Poonen’s Bertini theorem with Taylor
coefficients and our Theorem A, however, as the conjecture is already interesting
in the simpler case, we constrain ourselves to just a few remarks about the gener-
alization at the end of this section (cf. Remark 11.5.4 below).
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The key observation is that Poonen’s and Vakil-Wood’s results can both be
interpreted as giving the convergence of a sequence of renormalized zeta functions,
but for two different topologies on the space of rational functions. In Poonen’s
theorem, the convergence is for the Witt topology, where a rational function is
considered to be small if the first N coefficients of its Taylor expansion at 0 are
small. In Vakil-Wood’s theorem, the convergence is for the weight topology, where
a rational function is considered to be small if its poles and zeroes are all large.
The Witt topology and the weight topology are incompatible, but they admit a
natural common refinement, which we call the Hadamard topology, and our unifying
conjecture (Conjecture 11.5.1 below) then states that the sequence of zeta functions
converges in the Hadamard topology. The Hadamard topology is closely related to
the topology of uniform convergence, and in the case of Pn our conjecture has a
particularly nice form:
Conjecture 11.0.1. Let Ud Ă Vd :“ ΓpP
n,Opdqq be the space of smooth hypersur-
face sections of degree d in Pn. Then,
lim
dÑ8
ZUd{Fq
`
q´ dimVdt
˘
“ ZGLn`1{Fq
´
q´pn`1q
2
t
¯
in the Hadamard topology. In particular, the sequence of meromorphic functions
ZUd{Fqpq
´ dimVdtq
ZGLn`1{Fqpq
´pn`1q2tq
converges uniformly on compact sets in C to the constant function 1.
Example 11.0.2. Conjecture 11.0.1 holds for n “ 1. Indeed, in this case, the
sequence in the Grothendieck ring is constant with the correct value after d “ 3.
To see this, first note that for d ě 2, in K0pVar{Fqq,
rCdA1s “ Ld ´ Ld´1
(cf. [8, Proposition 3], credited there to Mike Zieve; the proof presented there is for
point counts, but in fact it lifts to the Grothendieck ring, as claimed in Exercise 12
of the same notes) and thus, for d ě 3,
rCdP1s “ rCdA1s ` rCd´1A1s “ Ld ´ Ld´2,
and, still for d ě 3,
rUds
rVds
“ L´pd`1qpL´ 1qrCdP1s “ p1´ L´1qp1´ L´2q.
On the other hand,
rGL2s “ pL
2 ´ 1qpL2 ´ Lq,
and we conclude that for d ě 3,
rUds
LdimVd
“
rGL2s
L4
.
Passing to zeta functions, we obtain the desired identity (when passing to zeta
functions, dividing by L corresponds to a change of variable by t ÞÑ q´1t, as we
shall see below).
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Remark 11.0.3. Tommasi [21] has shown for any n that the cohomology of Ud{C
stabilizes to the cohomology of GLn`1 (which is included via the orbit map of any
point). A corresponding result in e´tale cohomology over Fq combined with sufficient
control over the size of unstable cohomology would imply Conjecture 11.0.1. More
generally, one can hope to attack the full Conjecture 11.5.1 by an analysis of the
Vassiliev spectral sequence.
The fact that the limiting value in Conjecture 11.0.1 is the zeta function of a
variety is a peculiarity of this special case. When Pn is replaced with an arbitrary
smooth projective X{Fq, the limiting value is the inverse of a special value of
the Kapranov zeta function which is not, in general, a rational function (here the
Kapranov zeta function must be thought of as a power series whose coefficients
are rational functions with the Witt ring structure – thus this special value is
given by the evaluation of a power series with zeta function coefficients at a zeta
function!). Nonetheless, the Kapranov zeta function is known to converge at this
special value for both the Witt topology and the weight topology, and we show
that it also converges in the Hadamard topology so that a general conjecture can
be formulated.
Here something nice occurs: the completion of the space of rational functions for
the Witt topology is a space of power series centered at 0, but with no condition
on the radius of convergence, whereas the completion for the weight topology is a
space of formal divisors. In both cases, we have no natural interpretation of an ar-
bitrary element of the completion as a function. The completion for the Hadamard
topology, on the other hand, is naturally identified with the space of meromorphic
functions f on C such that fp0q “ 1 and such that f can be represented as the
quotient of two entire functions of genus 0. In particular, special values of the
Kapranov zeta function are naturally meromorphic functions on C, and thus in the
general conjecture we can still interpret the convergence analytically as a statement
about uniform convergence on compact sets of a sequence of functions.
11.1. The Witt ring structure on rational functions. We now explain how
to construct a ring structure on the set R1 of complex rational functions f with
fp0q “ 1 by identifying this set of rational functions with a Grothendieck ring: let
RepZ be the the category of pairs pV, ρq where V is a finite dimensional complex
vector space and ρ is a representation of Z on V (to give ρ it is equivalent to give the
automorphism ρp1q of V ). The characteristic power series of a linear map induces
an injective map
K0pRepZq Ñ 1` tCrrtss
rpV, ρqs ÞÑ
1
detp1´ tρp1qq
with image R1. The induced addition law on R1 is multiplication of power series,
called Witt addition; the induced multiplication law is called Witt multiplication,
and the set R1 equipped with this ring structure is also known as the rational Witt
ring of C.
We note that K0pRepZq is also naturally isomorphic to the group ring ZrC
ˆs,
where the class ras in the group ring is matched with the class of the 1-dimensional
representation with ρp1q given by multiplication by a. At the level of rational
functions, this isomorphism is just the factorization of a rational function into its
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linear factors (which are uniquely determined because we require the value at 0 to
be 1).
Remark 11.1.1. The symmetric monoidal structure on RepZ equips the Gro-
thendieck ring with the structure of a λ-ring with σ-operations induced by sym-
metric powers and λ-operations induced by exterior powers. Under the isomorphism
with ZrCˆs, the σ and λ-operations are group homomorphisms
σs, λs : K0pRepZq Ñ 1` sK0pRepZqrrsss
determined by
σsprasq “ 1` σ1prasqs` σ2prasqs
2 ` . . . “ 1` rass` ra2ss2 ` . . .
and
λsprasq “ 1` λ1prasqs` λ2prasqs
2 ` . . . “ 1` rass.
Recall that in a λ-ring the σ and λ-operations are related by σspxq ¨ λ´spxq “ 1, so
that one can be deduced from the other.
11.2. Topologies on rational functions. In this section we describe three nat-
ural topologies on R1.
11.2.1. The Witt topology. There is a natural injective map
R1 Ñ 1` tCrrtss
given by taking the power series expansion at zero. The Witt topology on R1 is
induced by the product topology on the coefficients of
1` tCrrtss “ CN,
and R1 is dense when viewed as a subset of 1 ` tCrrtss so that the completion of
R1 for the Witt topology is naturally identified with
1` tCrrtss.
The addition, multiplication, and lambda-ring structure are all continuous for the
Witt topology, so that they extend to 1`tCrrtsswhich is thus a complete topological
λ-ring. With this ring structure, it is also known as the big Witt ring W pCq.
Instead of taking the power-series expansion of a rational function f , one could
instead take the power-series expansion of d log f , and we would obtain the same
topology. In fact, d log f gives a bijection
1` tCrrtss Ñ tCrrtss “ CN
that is an isomorphism of topological rings when CN on the right is equipped with
the product topology and ring structure. The coefficients of d log f are also called
the ghost coordinates on the big Witt ring.
Using this observation, we can also describe the Witt topology in terms of
ZrCˆs “ R1. It is induced by the family of semi-norms || ¨ ||j , j “ 1, 2, . . .ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
a
karas
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
j
“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
a
kaa
j
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ .
Indeed, this follows from the above discussion and the computation
d log
˜ź
a
p1´ taq´ka
¸
“
8ÿ
j“1
˜ÿ
a
kaa
j
¸
tj´1.
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We note that there is no natural description of the completion of ZrCˆs for the
Witt topology in terms of divisors on Cˆ.
11.2.2. The weight topology. In the weight topology, a basis of open neighborhoods
of f P R1 is given by, for each r ą 0, the set of all rational functions g with the
same zeroes and poles as f on the ball |t| ď r. In particular, a sequence converges
if and only if on every bounded set, the zeroes and poles eventually stabilize.
Viewed as the group ring ZrCˆs, a basis of open neighborhoods of zero is given
by the set of all finite sums
ř
aPCˆ karas supported on the closed ball of radius r
around 0 P C (here we are using that ras, as a rational function, has a pole at a´1),
and a basis of open neighborhoods at any other point is given by translation.
The completion of ZrCˆs for the weight topology can be described as the set of
formal sums ÿ
aPCˆ
karas
whose support is a discrete subset of C and whose set of accumulation points in
C\8 is contained in t0u. The addition, multiplication, and lambda-ring structure
are all continuous for the weight topology, and extend in the obvious way to these
formal sums.
We note that there is no natural description of the completion of R1 for the
weight topology in terms of the power series expansion at 0.
11.2.3. The Hadamard topology. The Hadamard topology is most simply described
under the isomorphism R1 Ñ ZrC
ˆs, where it is the topology induced by the normˇˇˇˇˇˇÿ
karas
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
“
ÿ
|ka||a|.
It is easy to see the Witt and weight topologies on R1 are not comparable (i.e.,
neither is finer than the other). However:
Lemma 11.2.4. The Hadamard topology refines both the Witt and weight topology.
Proof. Each of the semi-norms || ¨ ||j defining the Witt topology is continuous for
the norm || ¨ ||, and thus the Hadamard topology refines the Witt topology.
To compare with the weight topology, it suffices to observe that if f “
ř
karas is
supported inside the closed ball of radius r, then so is any g with ||f ´ g|| ă r. 
We define the Hadamard-Witt ring W to be the completion of ZrCˆs for the
norm || ¨ ||. It can be identified with the set of discretely supported divisorsÿ
aPCˆ
karas
such that
ř
aPCˆ |ka||a| ă 8. It is an elementary computation to check that the
multiplication and σ (or λ) operations are continuous, so that they extend to W
which is thus a complete topological λ-ring.
A Hadamard function is a meromorphic function f on C such that f can be
written as a quotient f “ g
h
where g and h are both entire functions of genus
zero. In the next lemma, we extend the identification of ZrCˆs with R1 to an
identification of W with the set H1 of Hadamard functions f such that fp0q “ 1.
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Lemma 11.2.5. If
ř
aPCˆ karas PW andÿ
aPCˆ
karas “
ÿ
aPCˆ
k`a ras `
ÿ
aPCˆ
k´a ras
is the unique decomposition with k`a ě 0 and k
´
a ď 0, then the infinite productsź
a
ˆ
1
1´ ta
˙k´a
and
ź
a
ˆ
1
1´ ta
˙´k`a
converge uniformly on compacts to entire functions of genus zero f´ and f`. Fur-
thermore, the map ÿ
aPCˆ
karas ÞÑ
f´
f`
induces a bijection W Ñ H1 extending the bijection ZrC
ˆs Ñ R1.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the Hadamard factorization theorem
in the case of genus zero entire functions. 
Because the Hadamard topology refines the Witt and weight topologies, there
are natural maps between the completions, and these maps have natural function-
theoretic interpretations:
(1) The map from the Hadamard completion to the Witt completion is given
by taking fptq P H1 to its power series at 0.
(2) The map from the Hadamard completion to the weight completion is given
by taking fptq P H1 to the divisor of
1
fpt´1q (here the inverses are a conse-
quence of the various normalizations we have chosen).
11.3. Hasse-Weil zeta functions. For X{Fq a variety, the Hasse-Weil zeta func-
tion is
ZXptq :“
ź
xP|X|
1
1´ tdeg x
P 1` tZrrtss
where |X | denotes the set of closed points of X .
By the rationality of the zeta function, we may view this instead as a map to R1.
In fact, it extends to a map of (pre-)λ-rings
(11.3.0.1) K0pVar{Fqq Ñ R1,
where R1 is equipped with the Witt ring structure.
Remark 11.3.1. The most natural way to see that this map respects the ring
and (pre-)λ structures is to realize 1 ` tZrrtss with the Witt ring structure as the
Grothendieck ring of almost-finite cyclic sets4; the zeta function is then just induced
by the natural functor
X ÞÑ XpFqq üFrob
Z
q .
This observation is due originally to Witt5 and was first elaborated in print by
Dress and Siebeneicher [6]. We learned of this construction from a survey of Ra-
machandran [19].
4An almost-finite cyclic set, or an admissible Z-set, is a set A equipped with an action of Z
such that each point has non-trivial stabilizer and, for each n ą 0, the set of fixed points AnZ is
finite.
5We thank Lars Hesselholt for pointing out to us that Witt was aware of this construction of
the big Witt vectors.
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Because rqs “ 1
1´tq is invertible in R1 (with inverse rq
´1s “ 1
1´tq´1 ), we find
that (11.3.0.1) extends to a morphism of (pre-)λ-rings
(11.3.1.1) MFq Ñ R1.
We make two important observations:
(1) ForX{Fq a variety, d logZXptq “
ř
kě1#XpFqkqt
k´1, so that the kth ghost
coordinate of ZXptq is the number of points in XpFqkq. We will use this to
interpret Poonen’s results on convergence of point counts as a statement
about convergence of zeta functions in the Witt topology.
(2) It is a consequence of the Weil conjectures that the map 11.3.1.1 is contin-
uous when the left-hand side is equipped with the dimension topology and
the right-hand side is equipped with the weight topology. In particular,
convergence of a sequence of classes in the Grothendieck ring in the dimen-
sion filtration implies convergence of the corresponding sequence of zeta
functions in the weight topology on R1. We will use this to interpret Vakil-
Wood’s result in the Grothendieck ring as a statement about convergence
of zeta functions in the weight topology
Remark 11.3.2. If Grothendieck’s standard conjectures hold, then the natural
map from the Grothendieck ring of Chow motives over Fq to R1 is injective. In
particular, the zeta map (11.3.1.1) should be thought of as retaining much of the
essential geometric information.
11.4. The Kapranov zeta function. The zeta function appearing in Poonen’s
stabilization is the Hasse-Weil zeta function, while the zeta function appearing in
Vakil-Wood’s stabilization is the Kapranov zeta function: for X{Fq a variety,
Z
Kap
X psq “ 1` rXss` rSym
2Xss2 ` . . . P 1` sK0pVar{Fqqrrsss.
Passing from K0pVar{Fqq to R1 via the zeta map, the Kapranov zeta function
becomes
(11.4.0.1) ZKapX psq “ 1` ZXptqs` ZSym2Xptqs
2 ` . . . P 1` sR1rrsss.
From now on, we will consider only this version of the Kapranov zeta function.
Because the map (11.3.1.1) is a map of (pre-)λ rings, we also have
Z
Kap
X psq “ σspZXptqq.
It follows from the formula for the σ-operations onR1 that for any rational function
f P R1, if we factorize
f “
ś
p1´ taiqś
p1´ tbiq
,
then
(11.4.0.2) σspfq “
ś
p1´ sraisqś
p1´ srbisq
and, in particular, the (specialization to R1 of) the Kapranov zeta function is a
rational function (suitably interpreted).
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11.4.1. Special values. For X{Fq a variety, we find that if a P C
ˆ is not a pole of
ZXptq, then the Kapranov zeta function has a well-defined value in W at ras given
by evaluating the expression 11.4.0.2 as a rational function at ras (indeed, the only
thing to check is that for x P Cˆ, x ‰ 1, 1´ rxs has an inverse in W).
Remark 11.4.2. When |a| ă q´ dimX , the series expression (11.4.0.1) also con-
verges at ras. In particular, for such an a, we find that in H1,
Z
Kap
X prasq “
8ź
k“1
ZSymkXpa
ktq
where convergence of the infinite product should be interpreted as saying that the
numerators and denominators of the finite products converge uniformly on compacts
to entire functions.
Recall that the map (11.3.1.1) is continuous when MFq is equipped with the
dimension topology and W “ H1 with the weight topology. Thus, the following
result is a consequence of the motivic Bertini theorem of Vakil-Wood (suitably
modified for positive characteristic, cf. Remark 7.3.2), which takes place in the
completed Grothendieck ring
yĄMFq , and the observation that, after passing to zeta
functions, special values of the Kapranov zeta function are contained in
W “ H1 Ă 1` tCrrtss.
Theorem 11.4.3 (Vakil-Wood). Let X{Fq be a smooth projective variety equipped
with an ample line bundle L, and let Ud Ă ΓpX,L
dq be the open subvariety of
smooth sections. Then, in the weight topology on H1,
lim
dÑ8
ZUdpq
´ dimUdtq “
´
Z
Kap
X
´
rq´pdimX`1qs
¯¯´1
“
˜
8ź
k“1
ZSymkX
´
q´kpdimX`1qt
¯¸´1
.
11.4.4. Kapranov zeta and point-counting. As can be verified either from the series
or rational function expansion of ZKapX psq, applying the kth ghost coordinate map gk
(recall that, as explained in 11.2.1, this is the ring homomorphism which sends a
rational function fptq to the coefficient of tk´1 in the power series expansion at 0
of d log f) to each coefficient, we obtain
gkpZ
Kap
X psqq “ ZXF
qk
psq.
Thus, one way to think of the Kapranov zeta function of X{Fq is as working simul-
taneously with the Hasse-Weil zeta functions of the base changes of X to all finite
extensions of Fq.
Applying this to special values, we find that for a not a pole of ZXptq (and
recalling that the ghost vector map gk extends in the obvious way to W)
gkpZ
Kap
X paqq “ ZXF
qk
pakq.
Putting everything together, we obtain the following reinterpretation of Poo-
nen’s Bertini theorem, which is identical to Theorem 11.4.3 except with the weight
topology replaced by the Witt topology.
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Theorem 11.4.5 (Poonen). Let X{Fq be a smooth projective variety equipped with
an ample line bundle L, and let Ud Ă ΓpX,L
dq be the open subvariety of smooth
sections. Then, in the Witt topology on H1,
lim
dÑ8
ZUdpq
´ dimUdtq “
´
Z
Kap
X
´
rq´pdimX`1qs
¯¯´1
“
˜
8ź
k“1
ZSymkX
´
q´kpdimX`1qt
¯¸´1
.
11.5. The general conjecture. Given Theorems 11.4.3 and 11.4.5, it is natural
to conjecture that the convergence in fact occurs in the Hadamard topology:
Conjecture 11.5.1. Let X{Fq be a smooth projective variety equipped with an
ample line bundle L, and let Ud Ă ΓpX,L
dq be the open subvariety of smooth
sections. Then, in the Hadamard topology on H1,
lim
dÑ8
ZUdpq
´ dimUdtq “
´
Z
Kap
X
´
rq´pdimX`1qs
¯¯´1
“
˜
8ź
k“1
ZSymkX
´
q´kpdimX`1qt
¯¸´1
.
Remark 11.5.2. When X “ Pn, we explain how to evaluate the special value of
the Kapranov zeta function appearing in 11.5.1 to obtain the simpler form given in
Conjecture 11.0.1: Note that
ZPnptq “
1
p1´ tqp1 ´ qtq ¨ . . . ¨ p1´ qntq
and thus
Z
Kap
Pn
psq “
1
p1 ´ sqp1´ rqssq ¨ . . . ¨ p1´ rqnssq
.
Evaluating, we obtain´
Z
Kap
Pn
prq´pn`1qsq
¯´1
“ p1 ´ rq´pn`1qsqp1´ rq´nsq ¨ . . . ¨ p1´ rq´1sq.
On the other hand, in K0pVar{Fqq,
rGLn`1s “ pL
n`1 ´ 1qpLn`1 ´ Lq . . . pLn`1 ´ Lnq
and thus
rGLn`1sL
´pn`1q2 “ p1´ L´n`1qp1 ´ L´nq . . . p1´ L´1q.
And, finally, passing through the map (11.3.1.1)
ZGLn`1pq
´pn`1q2tq “ p1´ rq´pn`1qsqp1´ rq´nsq . . . p1´ rq´1sq
“
´
Z
Kap
Pn
prq´pn`1qsq
¯´1
.
Example 11.5.3. Combining Example 11.0.2 and Remark 11.5.2, we find that
Conjecture 11.5.1 holds when X “ P1. In fact, whenever X is a curve, a straight-
forward argument with the Abel-Jacobi map can be used to prove Conjecture 11.5.1
(we thank Ronno Das for a discussion that led to this observation). Unlike the case
of P1, when X has genus at least 1 the inverse special value of the Kapranov zeta
function appearing will no longer be a rational function, and the stabilization occurs
only in the limit, not at a finite step.
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Remark 11.5.4. As indicated in the introduction to this section, it is also possible
to give a more general conjecture unifying Poonen’s theorem with general Taylor
conditions and our Theorem A. It is interesting to do so: for example, along the way,
one finds that over finite fields motivic Euler products have a nice interpretation in
terms of classical Euler products after passing to the ghost coordinates of their zeta
functions. However, for the sake of brevity, we leave the details to future work, as
they would take us too far afield here.
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